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FOREWORD
Alongwith other special studies, the Census Organisation has
undertaken surveys of certain traditional crafts in the, country. In one
series of surveys intensive investigations have been carried out no~ only
on the techniques and forms of the crafts but also of the economy of
the crafts and living and working conditions of the craftsmen. A second
series covers the study of craft history, forms, motifs and designs. The
present report belongs to the former category. It has been prepared by
Shri M. S. Datta under the guidance of Dr. B. K. Roy Burman. This
study has added to our knowledge of certain aspecls of the cultural
traditions of India and I am happy to record my acknowledgements
to my colleagues.
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PREFACE
,

Potter's wheel in a way symbolises the epitome of civilization. From
dust and clay, it gives shape to forms and designs which contain the
early dreams of man; but the potter who wields the wheel continues to
remain a son of the clay. He lives in dust and squalor, poverty and misery
and his ,life is strewn with the ashes of burnt out hopes. Even then he has
moments, when. he feels that he is the master of creation.
,

It is not only the story of the pot-making but also of the shadows
and sun-shines in the life of the pptter which is of importance for a
student of ·'Man'. When the Social Studies and Handicrafts Division of
the Census Organization took up a study of pottery in Kumbharwada of
Bombay, it was this "whole story", which it wanted to unfold. The field
investigation was conducted by Shri M. S. Datta according to the research
design prepared by me. Before the study was actually started, I had an
opportunity to visit the spot and have a feel of the craft' and the craftsmen. Late Mrs. Ruth Reev,.es, the then Honorary Adviser (Handicrafts),
Office of the Registrar General, India, to whom each and every specimen
of Indian craft carried a touch of the divinity, had extensive exp~rience
of the technology of the craft in different parts of the country. She had
briefed Shri Datta thoroughly when he went to the field.
The first draft of the report was prepared by Shri Datta; it was later
considerably edited by me. The tabulation work was mainly done by
Shri Sudesh Madan. The photos in the field were taken by Shri Amar
Singh. The typing of the script for the press was done by Shri Bansi Lal.
I avail of this opiportunity to thank all my colleagues connected with
the project. To late Mrs. Reeves, no expression of gratitude is enough.
Shri A. Mitra, the then Registrar General, India, who· took keen
interest in the study of the crafts, has put all students of Indian society
in inestimable debt. Shri A. Chandra Sekhar, Registrar General, India,
has not only continued the same tradition, but also has helped to widen
the range of social studies by the Census Organization. I avail of this
opportunity to express my gratitude to him.

B.

K. Roy

BURMAN

Deputy Registrar General, India
(Social Studies)
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CHAPTER

1

HISTORY OF THE CRAFT AND HISTORY AND OTHER PARTICULARS
OF THE CRAFT CENTRES
1.1 History of origin and development of the

craft through ages
The antiquity of pottery goes back to a
period when man began to accumulate surplus for storage and preservation. It is also
to some extent rela~d to technological advancement in food processing. According to
T. N. Mukherjee, "The want of a pot was
felt almost from the very beginning of
things-since there was a keeper and since
there was anything to keep. The necessity
for such a thing was felt even in the very
nebulous stage of the world, when the gods
and demons combined to churn the ocean
for its wealth. The fierce churning yielded
many precious things, among which was
the nectar to make the gods immortal for
the time. Something was now needed to
hold the nectar. Vlswakarma, the celestial
artificer, pondered and look out from each
• of the assembled gods a bit of the kala or
spirit with which their bodies are made,
and moulded it into a pot, perhaps the first
of its kind in the world. From kala came
the Sanskrit word KaJ,asa or water pot".

Painted grey ware is the characteristic of
Punjab and Uttar Pradesh found during first
_millennium B.C. This is termed by scholars
as "Aryan Stock". It is grey in appearence
and painting is done by black colour.
During second half of the first milferf
nium B.C. a significant type of pottery was
prevalent which is known 'Northern Black
Pottery'. Probably this is made on fast
wheel. The commonest colour used is coalblack; but steel-blue, silvery, golden goldoiue and brown-black are also prevalent.
In Maharashtra region, during Second and
Third Century B.C. a typical type of pottery was prevalent and is known as 'Black
and Red ware'. This ware, which is black
inside and red on the outer bottom, takes
this appearance because of the technique of
inverted firing.

I

"Truest to nature, in the directness and
simplicity of its forms and their adaptation
to use and purest in art, of all its homely
and sumptually handicraft is the pottery of
India." Thus writes George Birdwood and
this is a praise indeed, since perhaps no feature in Indian art has such a long tradition
of artistic achievements as its pottery.
The origin of pottery in India can be traced back to the neolithic period. Generally
during that period the coarse and handmade'
wares representing pale-grey, red, orange or
pale-red, brown, pale-brown or reddishbrown and black and cream are found The
neolithic pottery mainly consists of different types of bowl, jar, vessel, etc.
The next important phase is Harappan
period which may be dated to second half
of the 3rd millennium B.C. Mostly the pots
are wheelmade, but handmade wares are
not uncommon. Harappan pots are pinkish
with bright slip and the colours used are
black, buff or pink. Geometrical and naturalistic designs are painted over the same.
During post-Harappan period painted black
and red, cream slipped Plalwa and jorwe
wares are found. J orwe wares are made
from a well levigated clay baked in high
temperature.

Contemporary to the black and red ware,
is the Megalithic black and red ware. This
is found associated with burials and is wheel
made and well polished. The most common
are conical, hemispherical and oval shaped
bowls, etc.
India had extensive contacts with the Western world during the beginning of the
Christian era. The proof of such contacts
was found in lndian pottery. Indo-Roman
wares mainly include amphora rouletted
and arretine wares. Of these wares the
rouletted pottery is a. fine black slipped and
varnished ware with a decorated pattern
on the inner bottom. The next important
wares of this 'group is the arrentine pottery
which has been mainly reported from Arikamedu (near Pondicherry), and Indo-Roman
trading centre on the east coast of India.
!

During the period between 200 B.C. and
650 A.D. (covering Sunga, Kushan and Gupta
ages) decorated pottery played an important
role in the socia-economic life of the people.
Pottery is found to be decorated by painting,
stamping, making incisions, moulding and
applique designs. The decorations mainly
consists of horizontal 1in~s, loops, diamonds,
circles, triangles, criss-cross, human, animal
and bird motifs, rosettes, floral designs and
a variety of religious symbols. It is very sad
to reflect that the decorated pottery which
had a large bearing in the contemporary art
and culture of the country lost its charm and
colour just after the end of the Gupta
period and post-Gupta period.

rrom the middle of the Seventh Century
to the 14th Century A.D. is the period which
is not yet well known so far as the ceramic industry of India is concerned. The
marked downfall of pottery, which was due
to metallic industry, is noted in the quality.
Side by side plain and painted pottery was
in vogue though its distribution is limited.
The last important phase is the late Mediaeval period which if? after about 14th Century A.D. The pottery during this period is
mostly utilitarian except perhaps the painted glazed ware introduced by the Muslim
invaders. The last named ware is mostly
prevalent where the Muslim Rule had a firm
footing for a long time. Besides the painted
glazed ware, some unglazed and painted
wares are produced by the Muslim potters.
In this regard the Muslim potters might
have been directly influenced by the ageold tradition surviving among the Hindu
potters whose artistic skill was well developed in the manufacture of unglazed and
painted wares for domestic and decorative
purposes.
From thf study of the mediaeval pottery
it appears \ that there has been no healthy
growth in the potter's art during this time
No significant change is seemed to have
.taken place either in the technique or in the
. forms of pottery.
During, the contemporary period the pottery craft had to fight for the survival of
the art with the metallic industry. This has
led them to restrict in producing the com·
mon pots and pans of daily use and a few
decorative pieces. They even now are engaged with their primitive wheel and other tools
and supply the requirements of· people after
producing handi, mat/ca, chulaha, storing
utensils, surhai, C1:lPS, plates, bowls, etc., including the vases, flower pots, etc.
1~2

History of growth of the craft in the
region

The demand of pot was universal and the
manufacture of the same was practised
since time immemorial. It has already been
said earlier that in Maharashtra region the
famous 'Black and Red ware' was prevalent
durin,g 2nd and 3rd miltennium B.C. As ir
other parts of India, in Maharashtra also,
though pottery is traditionally rural craft,
in recent decades there has been an urban
drift of the manufacturing centres, where
alongwith pots of daily use, decorative wares
and toys are manufactured to cater to the
tastes of the urban dwellers or urbanised
villagers.
1.3 Present day distribution of the craft

and factor detennining the distribution

In weste~ region of India, i.e., Maha
rashtra, Gu]arat and nearby areas there are

three Widely different ciasses of potters at
present, (i) Tribal potters, (ii) Hindu potters and (iii) Muhammadan potters.
The pottery manufactured by the aboriginal tribes are usually handmade. The
other potters carryon their trade with the
help of traditional wheel, some produced
handmade pots also. The last two categanes of potters produce both glazed and
unglazed wares.
The village potters as a rule produce unglazed wares and articles of utilitarian
value. The artistic potters are known as
Kusagar who make glazed wares. The potters of certain places in western region are
renowned for their particular craftmanship. Pottery centres in Ahmedabad Kolha-·
pur, Broach, Ratnagiri, and Kanara' mainly
manufacture unglazed wares on large
scale for wider markets. Sometime even
in these wares decorative designs are found.
~he most common design consists of fancy
hnes. In Ratnagiri, Kanara and Bombay
black pottery is quite common; the black
colour is obtained generating more smoke inside the kiln and blocking the outlet of the
sm?ke. There is also another method, during
whIch the ware is smeared with black or
red inner layer and of polishing the surface
of vessels instead of glazing them. This is
pa.rticularly found in Gujarat in the preparatlOn of toddy pots.

1,.4 Centre where the craft has been studied
Kum?harwada is a potters' colony. in
DharavI area of Bombay City. Here a good
number of potter families live who are
migrants in this city. They make traditional
as well as modern clay objects to serve the
needs of the people of the metropolis. It
seems that they are living in this colony
against heavlY odds. In the same colony
there are good number of. tanners and
also a few notorious anti-social elements. It
is alleged that the potters are subjecteq to
frequent harassment by all these people.
Besides, they are under threat of the civic
authorities of peing ousted from their colony
perhaps in exemption of the slum clearanc~
scheme.

1.5 Location of the centre, transport, communication, topography and climate
Circles 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the Dadar circle of
Bombay City are known as Matunga Labour
Camp or Dha,ravi chawls. Actually speaking
the residential parts of this group of circles
are situated on the eastern half of circle 8
and southern part of circle 6 and a small portion of circle 5; and the remaining part is an
open space. The potters' colony is situated
in circle 7.

PLATE I

A VIew of the potters' colony
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The colony of. potters is not far from the
main road Matunga Labour Camp Road.
Though the road is metalled, unhygienic
condition prevails because of the irregular
drainage system on both sides of the road.
Even a casual visitor to this colony, can
not shake off the impression that the Improvement Trust of Bombay has selected a
god forsaken place for locating labour quarters. Besides, it is not an exaggeration to
say that the civic amenities are very few,
and that sanitary and water facilij;ies are
practically absent.
The climatic condition of the area is salubrient. During monsoon heavy downpour

causes inconvenience throughout Bombay
and more so in the potters' colony because
of lack of proper drainage. During that time
it looks like a pool with huts jutting out
and dirt and rubbishes floating about.

1.6 History of the centre and mytb legend
and history of association of the craft with
the centre
There is no specific history of the potters'
colony at Dharavi area. They had migrated
here from the interior of Bombay metropolitan area decades ago. Because of shortage of
space and the improvement of the areas
where they have settled earlier, the,y had to
migrate to the present place.

1.7 Total population and main aspects of the economic, cultural and social life of the centre

Area in

Population per Aore .

Number of residen·

Person8

MaIN

Females

tial hOUBeII

Aores

2

3

4

1,125

8,256

47,304

Besides the Kumhars there are people of
other castes also in the same area. During
the present survey no' attempt was made to
find out the distribution of the entire population of the colony by caste. The main occupations of the families living in this settlement are carpentry, tailoring, business
(like stationery, junk dealers, etc.), service,
illicit distillation of liquor, etc. Near Kumbharwada there are two important factories,
namely, Mis. Estrella Batteries and
Mis. Tata Andhra Valley Power Projects.
Some of the families living in the- chawls
situated very near Kumbharwada, work in
these two factories. It was also found during the investigation that some potter ramilies who earlier had practised pottery as the
source of livelihood had switched over to
other occupation like carpentry, tailoring,
service, etc., because of meagre income in
their old occupation.
The social climate of Kumbharwada is far
for congenial :for higher cultural pursuits',
for motivating the population towards higher
achievement in education, technology and
other sphere of life. As already mentioned
many indulge illicit distillation of liquor.
This is mainly done in the latrines and bathrooms constructed by the Improvement
Trust for the use of the slum dwellers. These
persons engaged in illicit distillation of
liquor lead a tense life; always suspicious of
outsiders as well as each other. On slightest
provocation they set on a brawl, with the
use of choicest epithets, if nof physical violepce. Then there are the persons dealing in

6
29,970

17,834

junks. The front _0£- their houses is littered
with all types of odd things; there is ugliness
galore: The potters themselves contributed
to the confusion hy keeping up clay:, saw
dust and other ingredients of their trade in
the crowded Janes, byelanes and narrow open
spaces in front of their houses. It is quite
natural that in this atmosphere, what flows
is not the milk of human brotherliness, but
the vitriol of bitter resentment against each
other. In oth~r words the neighbourhood of
the potters at Kumbharwada can hardly be
described as a community; it is an aren~,
where goes in perpetual commotion of jittered individuals. But there are moments,
when the individuals get tired of themselves,
they seek solace among fellow beings. There
are the moments, when they would sit in
the corner of the crevice of a hut and carry
on gossiping or play cards. Sometimes tliey
would withdraw to themselves, smoke a bidi
and puff away the bitter frustrations and
broken dreams. Some would indulge in drinking and some would occasionally submerge
theirs elves in the fantasy world of the
cinema.
1.8 Number of establishments of ditlerent
types connected with the craft
In Dharavi area there are a few families
of carpenters and dealers in tin who cater
to the need of the Kumhars. There are also
some shops which sell colours and other
things. The total number of establishments
of different categories could not be collected. The Kumhars also purchase the commodities from establishments situated in other
areas,

6

1.9 Other places connected with the centre
through the craft

1.10 Other crafts and industries in the. centre and reason of clustering of the same

Besides Dharavi area of Dadar circle,
there are many other places in Bombay City
which are connected with the craft. The potters of Kumbharwada require willow dust
as a fuel for baking pots. Willow dust is
available in the spinning and cotton mills
situated in different areas of Bombay. The
moulds which are required by the potters
are also prepared by the metal smiths and
carpenters and they live in other parts of
the city. Also some potters and merchants
have opened their shops in different areas
of Bombay to sell their earthen wares.

It has already been said that in the centre
of study there are a few families whose
main occupation is carpentry, blacksmithy,
etc., and a few establishments who deal in
tin junks. They cater to the needs of the potters as and when required by them. But this
is only accidental; they are by no means
'ancillary to one another. There is also no
nexus of common ownership, or sponsorship.
The only factor bringing them together, is
that with these occupations, cheap housing
and low level of living is associated, and the
slum of Kumbharwada provides' these in
abundance.

PLATE III

A-Harji Bhagwan-a master craftsman

B-Mohd. IS!Jlail-a master craftsman
7-$

CHAPTER II

TIlE ARTISANS
2.1 Communities traditionally associated
with the craft in India and the region

religion. As noted earlier the Hindus hai I
from the Saurashtra area and the Muslims
are migrated from Kutch area. There arc
two types of migrant hruseholds. There are
a number of households which had migrated
to the area long ag{) and there are again
:1
few others where the migration had
Uken place only a few decades ago. In the
for'1ler case the present heads of the households were mostly born in Bombay City.
Out of 10 hou.seholds intensively studied,
the heads of six households were born at
Bombay; the other heads of the remaining
lour households had migrated from Saurashtra and Kutch areas. The years of
migration of those four households varied
from 20 to 40 years. Out of the four heads
of the households whose place of birth are
outside Bombay, three heads had migrated
from their native place and one had migrated
from Diu. The household which had migrated from Diu has long been settled there
and practised the pottery craft there.

Like the other traditional crafts of India,
pottery is associated with a particular
caste, They are more commonly known as
Kumbhar.
The name Kumbhar is derived from Sanskrit, and is used in different parts of India
with slight variations in the local language.
The potters are known as Kusavan in Tamil,
Kusavan in Malayalam, Kuvara or Kumbara
in Kanarcse, Kusare in Tulu, Kummara or
Kumruh' in Telugu, Kumbhar in Marathi
and Gujarati, Kumhal' in Hindi, Kumar in
Bengali. Their social status varies from area
to area but generally they are considered to
be a clean Sudra caste.

2 2 Communities connected with the craft
. in the centre under study and specialisation with reference to operation
In Kumbharwada both Hindus and Muslims are practising the craft. The Hindus
are known as Kumbhar; most of them have
'1ligratcd from Gujarat. The Muslims have
migrated from the Kutch region. All the
families who are practising the potter's craft
are traditionally associated with it.
There is no community-wise specialisation
in respect of any a~ect of the craft. Some
craftsmen, of course. have specialised in
manufacturing certain articles, while others
have specialised in certain other .articles.
The snecialisation is related to accIdent of
original training in some cases or demand
of customers for particular types of articles
in some others.

2.5 Residenltial p'attenn of the community
traditionally associated with the craft including those who do not traditionally belong to the craftsman community
The houses of the potters are arranged in
linear fashion and in a number of blocks.
The blocks are situated in six rows and mostly in the north-south direction, but the
arrangement is not always so regular; it is
half hazard to a considerable extent. Sometime some blocks or houses are situated on
the east-west direction as well. There is a
small open space (about 12 feet) in between
two rows. Between different blocks and
houses there is again some open space,
which is used for storing finished and
unfinished products and carrying out
production processes. Mostly a few houses
built in a row without a gap in between
forms a block. Usually 4/5 families live in a
cluster in this fashion. The partitioned wall
in such cases may be brick or mud. The overall impression that are gained of the residential pattern at Kumbharwada colony is
that of a deformed cluster; originally there
was an attempt to provide the houses in
regular clusters but then all went wrong.

2.3 Particulars about the community Myth,
legend and history relating to origin of
the community
The legend as narrated by one of the old
artisan about origin of the community is as
follows. In the mythical past the great ocean
was churned by gods and demons. When the
nectar was collected after churning the
ocean, a pot was needed for keeping the
same. Lord Shankara created a man who was
asked to make pots. Since then the man is
engaged in manufacturing pots and is called
Kumbbakar or maker of pot.
2.4 History of migration and settlement of
different households
The craftsmen families who are practising
the craft are both Hindus and Muslims by
L!J(D)~RGC-4

The houses of the Hindu and the Muslim
craftsmen are mingled with each other. The
houses of those who at one time practised
the craft, but have now taken up some other
()

10
occupptions, are also mixed up with those
who are still in the craft. The houses of
other communities whose primary occupation is not potter.y craft are located at the
fringes of the clusters formed by those of
the potters. T'nere is no clear demarcation
between KumbharwCida colony and the adjoining area. The main road is on the back
side of the extreme eastern row. There is a
small street on the northern side and near
it t.he building of the co-operative society
is sItuated.
2.6 House type of the craftsmen

but no windows. The partition wall is usually made of C.L sheets or wood. The
front room mayor may not have a door.
The size of each room is 8' x 12' x 14'. In
some cases the front room is divided again
in one or more parts by erecting wooden or
cloth partition. These are used for different
purposes, e.g., for storing finished and unfinished articles, sleeping, keeping tools and
implements, etc. The comparatively richer
section of the potters own two bed rooms
and erect partition walls with costly materials whereas the poorer section uses materials of low cost.
Some craftsmen belonging to richer section have used for partition wire mesh,
which provides air passage; some again
have used fabric boards fitted in wooden
frames.
2.8 Number of households of the community
in the centre and number of households
and persons engaged in the various aspects
of the crafts
There are 391 households of potters. in the
area. Out of these 391 .households, 367 are
Hindus and 24 are Muslims.
Only a few households of the Kumbhars
do not practise the traditional occlipation of
the caste. They are engaged in carpentr.y and
service.
2.9 Practise of craft as main and subsidiary
occupation
For detailed study only 10 households were
selected; out of them 8 were Hindus and two
were Mulsims. Altogether there were 19
males (17 Hindu and 2 Muslim) and 13 females (11 Hindu and 2 Muslim) earning
members in these ten households. All these
workers, however. were not practising the
craft as their main occupation: some were
having it as a subsidiary occupation. A statement giving the break up of the workers by
main and subsidiary occupations is furnished
below:

The houses of craftsmen are not uniform
in materials, ground plan, etc. It has already
been said that the houses are built in some
blocks. But there are some houses which
are single units. In those cases only one
house is occupied by one family. The houses
have usually raised mud plinth, about 6"
in height from the, ground level. The roof
is two slopped and made of C.L sheets or
asbestos sheets or tiles or mixture of all
these things. Sometime the roof is projected
on both the sides, to cover some more area
where the craftsmen can keep the articles,
protected from heavy rains. The walls are
sometime made of brick and plastered with
cement or are made of C.L sheets or wood
or combination of these. The ground plan is
rectangular. The rafters are made of wood
and the roof is further supported by long
and heavy beams. The potters usually put
some more wooden planks over the beams
on all directions and keep some portion
vacant. This is used for storing household
as well as other articles. The king and
queen posts are also usually made of woods.
The kitchen is situated at the back side of
the hO)Jse where a small open place is also
present. The size of kitchen varies according to the structure of the house Usually it
is 8' x 6'. There are one or two bed rooms,
situated one after other. when in the
blocks. The rooms have got wooden doors

TABLE 1

Distributjon of workers by main and subsidiary occupation
Craft
Community

Hindu
Mnslim

No. of
households
surveyed

Total working
force

4

5
16
2

17

11

2

2

2

From the above table it is found that out
of the 19 male workers 18 have the craft as
the main occupation and 1 is having it as
subsidiary occupation. As regards the fe-
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males all are having the craft as their subsidiary activity. Basically, they are all housewives. The solitary Hindu who is having the
craft as his subsidiary occupation, is a
labourer in a spectacle factory.
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were also engaged in the craft during their
2.10 Length of association
life time and in all cases had it as their
All the ten households covered by the surmain occupation.
vey are traditionally connected with the
craft for generations. The existing workers
in the craft, took to it in their childhood and
2.12 Age and sex distribution of the workers
are since then practising it.
in the craftsmen households
2.11 Practice of craft as related to father's
occupation of the head of the household
Distribution of the workers according to
age and sex is as follows:
The fathers of all heads of the households
TABLE 2
Distribution of workers and Non-workers by Age and Sex
Muslim

Hindu

,- _ _ _ _ _ _ -------A-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Age·
group

\Yorkers

Kon·workers

,------~-----~

I n the craft

0-9
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15-24
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60 &

..
9

6

4
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I

3
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1
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~---,
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7
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From the .above table it can be said that
out of the total population of 44 males and
39 females, 19 males and 13 females are
workers. Out of 19 males and 13 females,
2 males and 2 females are Muslims and the
rest are Hindus. Sixteen males and 14 femal~s in th2 age-group 10-14 are non-workers. In the age-group 15-24 out of 9 males
and 8 femalEs, 6 males and 4 females are
workers. In the above age-group only 1
female is Muslim and the rest persons are
Hindus. Six 'Ilales and 2 females belonging
to the age-group 25-34 are workers. In the
same age-group only 1 male and 1 female
are Muslims and the rest are Hindus. In
age-group 35-59 years out of 7 males and
8 females, 7 males and 7 females are workers.
Also in the same age-group 6 males and 8
females belong to Hindu religion and 1 male
belongs to Muslim religion. Only 1 person
who is also a male in the age-group 60 and
above is worker and belongs to Hindu
religion.

2.13 Training of the craftsmen
In a potter's family a boy or a girl grows
up in an environment where his parents,
t·ncles, brothers, sisters and other relatives
as well as neighbours are kneading clay,
moving the wheel, making pots, pans, etc.
Be or she tries to imitate the same. As a
boy ~rows up a formal ceremony takes place
in the house after which he is expected to
gradually pick up the mastery of the craft.
On the appointed day after taking bath the

boy wears a washed cloth and seats opposite to a master craftsman (guru). The master
craftsman also wears a washed cloth after
taking bath. An earthern lamp is lighted
and a plate of sweet is Kept near them.
From this plate sweet is distributed among
those present. A chord is tied on the right
hand, containing red and yellow threads
and dipped in turmeric paste by the ma3ter
to the boy. The boy then bows down before the master and offers one cloth, turban
(safa), and some money to him. Since that
day he becomes the disciple of the master
and can not take out the thread till it is
worn out.
From that day onwards the boy helps the
master craftsman and side by side learns
the techniques of production from him. No
other payment is made to the master craftsman for teaching the technique because
usually the father of the boy takes up the
role of the master or 9uru. Sometimes, one
of the uncles, or an elder brother or some
other close relative takes up the role.
Out of 31 potters interviewed 30 persons
had received training as home apprentice
under their respective qurus. Only one person had received training both as home apL'i["entice as well as from a training centre.
2.14 Occupational history of the craftsmen
All practising craftsmen who were inter. viewed reported that, since they became economically active they were engaged in this
craft; they did not take up any other occu-
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pation at any stage. There was, however, an
exception who, as reported earlier, was
having as a labourer in the factory, as his
main occupation.

2.15 Nature of employment of craftsmen
There are 31 workers both males and females in the 10 households surveyed. All the
households are having their own workshop
where different processes of work are carried
on. AU the workers, except one who works
as a labourer in the spectacle factory, are
either self-employed or family workers.

2.16 Categories of members of the family
who work
In all the households generally adult males
and females are actively engaged in the production processes. Young boys and girls also
sometime help their elders.
There are of course certain processes, for
instance work on wheel, which are carried
on by the. adult males only. There are taboos
against the females taking up the same operations.

2.17 Place of work
The potters do not have separate workshops. Their tools and implements are simple
and easy to handle. Wherever there is the
requisite space, they carryon the operations.
But generally the place of work varies according to the types of production processes
e.g., clay mix with water, sieving, drying,
baking, etc., are done usually outside the
house and in an open space, whereas the
work on wheel, applying slip, polishing, etc.,
are usually done inside the house. But there
is no hard and fast rule. During the rainy
season, they try to confine their operations
to a covered space, whereas during the
fair weather they prefer the open space.
2.18 Season and number of hours of work
The pottery craft is more in demand
during the summer. The weather is favourable for the potters to carry out the work.
They remain busy during winter also. Rainy
season is a lean period for them, because they
do not have enough covered space to store
clay, the chief material and also drying of
the finished product becomes difficult because of the uncertainties of the weather.
During rains, therefore, the craftsmen have
to idle away their time.
It has already been said that nearly all
the adult males' and females of the household practise the craft. This being primarily
a family occupation and workshop being located in the house itself, there are no rigid

and regular hours of work. Except for levigation, sieving and sometime kneading processes, all the other processes are done by
the family members onl,y. When there is
heavy demand, sometimes they engage hired
labourers. In those times, they had to work
almost round the clock but these are rare
exceptions.
Normally the total hours of work varies
from 6 to 12 hours a day. Out of the 17 male
craftsmen interviewed, 12 stated that they
worked 10 hours a day, 2 worked 8 hours a
day and one person each worked 6, 11 and 12
hours a day. The thirteen female workers
who have taken the craft as a subsidiary
activity, stated that their involvement in it
was not regular, <!nd that it was extremely
.
difficult to indicate any daily average.
The male workers usually start their work
early in the morning. After some hours of
work they take their morning tea. Then
again they resume their work, and it continues till noon. The work is resumed again
after taking bath and lunch and this continues till afternoon. As regards to the female
workers, they usually start their work in the
late forenoon and -continue tne same till
afternoon. But they take leave from their
work whenever there is some household
work. Again if in any workshop there is demand of work, both male and female workers in the household spend their entire
time in it to complete the work within the
stipulated period.

2.19 Occupational hazard
According to the craftsmen there is no
occupational hazard associated with the
craft. But due to constant handling of clay,
it is ver,y difficult to observe personal cleanliness and cleanliness of. the surroundings.
2.20 Wage rate and other particulars of
remuneration
The male and female members of the
Kumhar families are engaged in different
operations of pottery craft. But there are
certain processes in the pottery craft which
are done by engaging skilled labourers.
11hese labourers live in the same colony or
adjacent area of the colony. They are contacted whenever necessary. Out of 10 workshops surveyed it was found that one owner
had engaged a labourer on monthly basis
and the remaining workshop owners engaged casual labourers on daily wage basis. The
labourer who is engaged On monthly basis
is a potter and gets a 'remuneration at the
rate of Rs. 75.00 per month. The wage rate
for other casual labourers varies according
to the nature of operations. Generally the
labourers are engaged for breaking and
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carrying of clay, sieving and levigation,
kneading and colouring processes. AIl-'the
nine households which engaged casual
labourers, employed the same for levigation
and sieving works; eight households engaged labourers for kneading process, four for
breaking clay lumps, three for removing clay
and one for colouring work. It is obvious
that there were overlapping in the matter
of employment for various operations. It is
also to be noted that except for one case, in
all the cases hired labourers were engaged
fot' unskilled parts of the operation requiring physical labour, rather than specific skill
Df the craft itself.
The wage late for sieving and levigation
processes varies from Rs. 1.75 to Rs. 2.00 per
day per cart load of clay. The wage rate for
kneading process varies not only according
to the volume of work but also quality. Five
persons who had engaged labourers for
kneading operation stated that theilr remuneration varied from Re. 1.00 to Rs. 2.22
per cart load oi clay. While three persons
who had employed labourers on daily wage
basis stated that the remuneration varied
from Re. 0.50 to Re. 1.00 per day. As regards
the remuneration for breaking of clay
lumps, on an average, the casual labourer
gets Re. 0.50 per bullock cart load of clay.
Three persons Who reported that they employed labourers for removing the clay from
the dumping site to the place of storage or
to the pit, stated that the wage rate was
Re. 1.00 per cart load of clay. One person
who employed labourer for colouring operation stated that the wage rate for such operation was Rs. 10.00 for two days of work. The
informant added that actually he has given
matka (a kind of pitcher), worth Rs. 10.00
to the labourer as wage.

2.21 Family budget
(a) Gross income pattern
Out of the ten households studied six
households derived their income from the
craft only, three households derived their
income from more than one sourCe and one
household derived its income from more
than three sources. Out of the three households, which are deriving income from more
than one source besides the craft, two households were deriving some from rent and one
was deriving income from service. The one
household which was deriving income from
more than three sources beside the craft, has
sources like service, rent and remittances.
If the six households which derive their
entire income from the craft are left out of
consideration, the remaining four households
derive 75%, 68%, 92% and 97% of their total

income from the craft. The household which
derives income from service, rent and remittance, besides craft, receives 10% 3;0 and
1;, respectively of the total inc~me from
~hese thr~e sources respectively; the remainmg 136'/6 is denved by it from the craft. The
household which derives income from service besides the craft, received 25% of its
income from this source and 75';{J from the
craft. The two which have rent as additional
sour~e of income, derives 3'/~ and 87~ respectlvely of their total income from this
source.
The per capita income in the ten households surveyed is Rs. 54.40 per month after
taking into consideration the income from
the various sources.
(b) Gross expend:ture pattern

Food is the main item of expenditure in
all the 10 households surveyed. It varies
from 37j; to 62;1, of the total expenditure.
One household whose income is in between
Rs. 101-200, spends about 50'jc. Another
household, whose income is in between
Rs. 201-300, spends 47~1.J; the three households whose incomes are in the group of
Rs. 301-400, spend 45%, 48% and 59%,
whereas three households whose incomes fall
within the group of Rs. 401-500 spend 37%
50% and 62j{. The two households who~~
incomes are above Rs. 500, spend 445~ and
4710 of the total on account of the food.
Production is the second it~m where the
craftsmen households also spend a good
amount. One household each in the income
groups of Rs. 101-200 and Rs. 201-300 spend
18% and 27'i respectively. Three households
in the income group of Rs. 301-400 spend
187c, 32;1c: and 33'}c whereas another three
households in the income group of Rs. 401500 spend 23/" 25% and 25% respectively.
Two households in the income group of
above Rs. 500 spend 247< and 3570 respectively. Besides spending Of production processes,
the households also employ labour. The
variation on expenditure in the above item
is from 2% to 12% of the total expense.
Besides the above two items, the craftsman
households spend a good amount on items
like drink, fuel, house rent and repairs and
clothes. On the item of drinks two households do not spend any thing. Out of the
remaining households the expenditure of
seven housholds on this account varies
from 1~{ to 47; and in 1 household it is
negligible. All the ten households ineur
1% to 3~ of their expenditure on fuel. The
expenditure on house rent and repairs varies from 1fl' to il%; whereas on the item of

clothes it varies from 4% to 10%, for all
the 10 households. A very meagre sum is
spent on the items of education, travelling
and recreation. Out of the ten households,
only seven spend on the item of education,
and the expenditure varies from 1% to 4%
only. Out of ten households, nine spend on
the item of travelling, and it varies from
1j{ to 4%. Similarly on the item of recreation, the expenditure varies from 1%
to 470. Only eight households reported to
have incurred expenditure on this item.
2.22 Guilds and other bodies to safeguard

2.23 Particulars of the persons who bave
given up the craft
The particulars of one person has been
collected who has given up the craft. Formerly he was helping his father in th~
workshop. But due to small amount of income, he left the job and got himself employed in a factory. He was getting
Rs. 90.00 per month as his salary at the time
of the survey. His father was still practising the craft.

professional interests of the aaftsmen
There is no traditional guilds, or any
caste association of the potters of Kumbharwada which' is interested in the problems of the craft. There is a co-operative
society which of course looks a:fter the
professional interes~ of the craftsmen and
also the cra;J't in general. The details of
the above society will be furnished later.

2.24 Demography of the craftsmen
. holds

house-

(a) Distribution oj the populaticn bu age
and sex

The demographic particulars of the
ten households surveyed are gjven below:

TABLE 3

Distribution of Population by Age and Sex
Adult (16 years and above)

Total

r-.------"-~--

_ _ _ ____J,., _ _ _ ")

Religion

Hindu
Muslim

No. of
households
surveyed

Person

Male

Person

Female

2

3

4

5

6

8

71

36

12

36
8

35

2

4

4

From the above table it is found that out
of the 83 persons 71 are Hindus and 12 are
Muslims. Again out of 83 persons 44 are
males and 39 are females. Out of 44 males
22 are adults and the similar number are

Male

20
2

Minor (below 16 years)
~

r-'------...A.~--,

Female. Person

MaTe -

Female

8

9

10

11

_ 16

35

16

2

8

6

19
2

minors. The )rofortion is nearly same in
the case of the females.
(b) Distribution of craftsmen by marital
status and age

The distribution of the craftsmen by
marital status and age are given below:
TABLE 4

Distribution of Craftsmen by Age ,and Marij_al Status
Hindu

Muslim
")

Age.group
(in years)

Below 15
15-19
20-24
25-29
20 & above

Married
r---"---.....,
Male Female
2

3

1
2
2

2
1

S

6

I

Unmarried
~----"---

Male

Female

4,

5

Widowed

Married

Unmarried

r---Ao- r----A--....,
Male Female
6

Male Female

7

8

9

..

..

..

~,

Male Female
10

II

Widowed
,...----A-.....,
Male Female
12

13

..
I

2

From the above table it is found that in
the age group of 15-19, there are three

1

2

2

craftsmen of whom only one male is unmarried and the remaining two (1 male and

15
marriage of Bindu males is 17 years, 3
males got married at this age. Similarly in
the case of females, the highest frequency
is at the age of 10 years. 3 females got
married at this age. But of the two Muslim
males and 2 females, Qile male got married at
the age of 22 years and another got married
at the age of 32 years, and Qne Muslim
female got married at the age of 16 years
and the other at the age of 19 years.

1 female) are married. Similarly, out of
the six craftsmen in the age group of 20-24
years, only two (males) are unmarried and
4 (2 males and 2 females) are married. In
the age-group of 25-29 years there are 3
craftsmen and all (2 males and 1 female)
are married. In the age-group of 30 and
above, there are altogether' 19' craftsmen
and all (10 males and 9 females) are married.
(c) Age at marriage of craftsmen

(d)

Marriage payment

Among the Hindu potters the system of
payment of bride-price prevails. It varies
from Rs. 50.00 to Rs. 100.00. Among the
Muslim there is no actual payment of
bride-price but there. is the promise of
payment, which after marriage the bride
can demand any time.
(e) Distribution of pop~lation by educa-

There are altogether 23 married Hindu
males and females and 4 Muslim married
males and females craftsmen. The age of
marriage of Hindu females varies from 9
years to 20 years and in case of the males
it varies from 13 years to 31 years. The age
of m3.rriage in the case of Muslim females
varies from 16 years to 19 years and in
case of males it varies from 22 years to 32
years. Out of the 23 married Hindu males
and females, 13 are males and 10 are fema:es. The highest frequency in the age of

tional status
A statement giving the break-up of the
population by educational status is furnished below:

TABLE 5

Distribution of Population by Educational Standard
})rimary
Literate
yet
or Junior
(below
Illiterate
started
Basic
Primary)
going to
(I-V)
school
r____A..--, ,-.A.-"l ,-.A.-, ,-.A.-,
F P M F P M F P M F P M F
No~

Total
Total No.of households
studied with religion

,_.j...-,
P M

8 (Hindu) .,
2 (Muslim) .,

8

345

6

.. 71 36 35 15
.• 12 8 4 7

7

8 14

5

2

2

4

From the above statement it is found
that out of the 83 persons, 22 are below
school going age. Out of the remaining persons, 18 are' illiterate and 43 are literate.
Out of 18 illiterate persons 13 are females
and 5 are males. Again out of the 43 literate persons, 13 are literate, 19 have qual~fi
cation upto class V, 10 have read upto mIddle standard and only 1 person has read
above matriculation.
(f) Particulars of members of craftsmen
households who are Living away from home

Only 2 persons (1 male and 1 female) are
living away from home. The male is living
away from the fam~ly for ~bo.ut six years;
he is an employee In a shlppmg company.
The female who lives away from the family has been married to a potter boy of this
co'lony; but as both the husband and the
wife are minors, the wife has not yet come
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11
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12
1

Matric and
above
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7

5 19 10
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8

2

over to the husband's family. She is stayingl with her parents.
(g) Type of

fam~ly

Out of the ten households five are extended fa~ilies, aIle is nucle~r family with
adheslOn and fdur are nuclear families. The
extended families are both linear and collatera.l types. In the n,uclear family with
adhesIOn, elder brother s unmarried son of
the male head of the family is living.
(h) Size of household

The number of members of the households
vary from 4 to 13. There is only one household where 4 members are living. There are
three households with 7 members two
households each with 8 and 9 me~bers
one household with 10 members and on~
household with 12 members.

ll) t'anlCUWI S UJ aye una sex

oJ non-

workers
A statement giving the distri~utio.n of the
non-workers by age and sex IS gIVen below:
TABLE 6

Distribution of non-workers bU age and sex
Hindu

)Iu8lirn

Age·
group

,-~

Person lViale Female

Person

JIale Female

(ill

years)

0-9
10-14
15-24

25-34
35-59

uccause of lack of demand for producing
more. In other word, leisure among them
is a dimension of underemployment. But it
does not mean that all the time they have
rigid existence. There are moments, when
they are found engaged in gossiping, playing card, carrom, etc. Occasionally they
visit cinemas. Out of 18 males interviewed,
ten indulge in occasional alcoholic drinks.
Six persons reported that they did not have
any hobbies.

2

3

4

5

23
12
7

11

12

5
3

7
1

4

..

i

Ii
1

2

1

60&
above

The table shows that the out 6f 51 nonworkers 43 belong to the age group 0-14.
There are only 8 persons in the age-group 15
and above.

2.25 Self image of the craftsmen
(a) Physical qualities required for the craft
The craft, does not reqUIre more than
average physical strength excep~ for. kneading of clay. What is more reqUIred IS def~
ness of hand, particularly of fingers. ThIS
can be achieved only through prolonged
practice under proper guidance.
(b) Mental qualities required for the craft
As regards the mental faculties it .is to be
noted that the craft requires consIderable
capacity of concentration and mental altertness. When the pot is taking shape out of
the clay on the rotating wheel, at the appropriate moment, the potter must .deftly
press the nail of the thr~ad to obtam the
desired design. or remove It from the wheel
S(' that the shape does not get deformed.
Besides, the master craftsman .mus~ a~so be
able to visualise the form on hI~ mmd s eye,
so that when he gives $hape to It, he h~s the
thrill of manifesting, not just. mechamcally
operations. as if in reflex actIOn.

2.26 Hobbies a~d recreational activities
This being a household ind~stry mainly
based on family labour. there IS no r.e&~lar
leisure time for recreational actIVItIes.
Whenever there is demand, all the. adult
members work from dawn to d~sk; If the
people while away their time WIt~O~t being engaged in work in the craft, It IS not
because of any felt need for leIsure, but

2.27 Aspiration pattern
During the survey it was found that most
of craftsmen were dissatisfied with their
mode of livlihood. They also felt that their
future prospects were bleak, because of the
competition with the metallic wares. It is
interesting to note that though Some were
manufacturing decorative wares, they did
not feel that the same held much hope for
the future. It seems that manufacture of
decorative wares has been introduced among
them in a mechanical manner without stimulating their creative imagination or
higher fa_culties. This raises the ques~ion of
the significance of innovation in a craft for
the craftsmen. Where the innovation is
simply incorporated in the technological
nexus without intelligent awareness of its
manifold implications, it has only limited
value; on the other hand when the innovation is hejped to the assimilated in the total
technological-economic-culttlral complex of
the craft. it opens the portals of ~ new
world for the craftsman. It is obvious that
whatever may be the reason, the portals of
the new world have not been opened to the
craftsmen. Out of the ten craftsmen who
were questioned six were definite that their
sons should take up SOme other avocations
and four did not know their mind.

2.28 Role of craftsmen in society including
interaction pattern with other communities
The craftsmen at Kumbharwada were asked; what according to them was their role
in the society. They thought that they did
not know what shOUld be the correct answer.
For they lived in two societies,-the society
of yesterday and the SOCiety of today. In the
society of the yesterday they were the arche
type of Prajapati Brahman-the original
principle that gave shape to the world. They,
through their craft, serve to the society the
vision of cosmogony; God gave to the world,
just as the potter gives shape to his ware.
In day to day life and ceremonial occasions the potter supplied the essentiai needs
and there was no peasant home, which
could do away with his service. Even after
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the advent of the metallic age, the potter
could hold on to his own to a considerable
extent; because there were many ceremonial occasions and special needs when only
earthen wares could be used. If the potters
lost some ground in the mundane context,
he gained some on the ri~ual context.
When asked about role in society, the potter knows this part of his answer. But he
also knows more. He knows that the rapid
inroad of secularisation is eroding the sanction of tradition, that provided him some
s2curity in his economic pursuit. And the on
mach of technology, by providing plastic

and porcelain wares in addition to metallic wares, is making his position untenable.
What, therefore, hangs on 'him, is the blast
of nemesis. But he feels that perhaps this
also is no~ the exact answer. Why? Becaus2,
vaguely he perceives that he is today member of a society, which is tossed by many
contradictions. His craft may not be technologically viable, but it represents an attitude, a waY' of life which got intermingled
with the liberation struggle of the country.
Hence, even if he may be let down by the
today, he cannot get away from a hovering
hope, that the tomorrow may resurrect him.

PLATE IV

Surhais with designs
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PLATE V

Filter
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PLATE VI

A decorated surhai whose body is engraved
and provided with a handle
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PLATE VII

,\-- J ug

B--Guumukhi khuja
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PLATE VIII

A-F:ower vase with Gancsh mage

B-Decorated lamp stands
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PLATE IX

A-Fruit bowls

B- Fru it bowl with four legs
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CHAPTER III

ARTICLES, DESIGNS, DECORATIVE MOTIFS AND CONSUMERS'

PREFERENCE

the utensils-rakabi (plate), sagdi (hearth),
tapeli (cooking vessel), barni (storing vessel),
khuja (st9ring vessel), matlu (cooking vessel)
hand a (cooking vessel), kalashi (storing vessel).

3.1 Particulars of articles produced
In the past
During earlier days the potters of Kumbharwada used to manufacture traditional articles, like matka, lota, kuja and mujra (used
for carrying and storing of water and grain),
handi, taun, patia, (which are used as cooking pots) tawa, (used for preparing curd)
rn,atlighat, (used for preparing buttermilk),
handighat (used for preparing cream), thali
(used for keeping food items), ghera (used
for resting of pots), ramakra (toys for
children), chi lam (used for smoking ganja),
dia (earthen lamps).

Raiwbi is a small circular plate. The diameter is about
The edge is raised.

3r.

Sagdi is hearth whose height is about 3/1,
It gradually tapers from the top to the lower
portion. There are three raised knobs at the
top at a regular distance from one another.
Tapeli is a cooking utensil whose height is
and diameter of the rim is.
It has no
neck. There IS a swall conscription near the
mouth which forms the neck. The bottom
is little concave from outside.
Barni is like a jar, whose mouth is circular. There is a neck. The height is 3" and the
cross-section of the body is 2". The diam~ter
of the mouth is
It js. used as a storing ~es
sel. .

2r.

~"

At present
The artisans besides manufacturing some
of the articles' mentioned above produced
sophisticated articles like jug, khuja, lamp
having different shapes, kundi, i.e., flower
pot, jar with different shapes for storing
water, fruit bowls, etc.
Some of the articles which are at present
produced at the centre are as follows:
Matka is a common article produced by
the artisans. The main body is round. There
is a small neck and the mouth is also round.
The height of the matka varies according 10
the size. This is used for keeping water.
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Khuja is a pitcher with high neck. The
height of .the neck is 1" .. The body is round
and the cross-section is about 2". The height
or the pitcher is 3". There is a small portion
at the bottom which acts as a rest.
Matlu is an earthenware whose shape is
like a handi but wilh a small neck. The
height is 3" and the cross-section is 2". The
diameter of the mouth is 1".

Handi is also a common household cooking pot. The bottom is- concave and the body
is straight. It has also got a small neck with
a round mouth. The height. is 1', or a litUe
more.

Handa is akin to matlu but with straight
and long neck. The diameter of the mouth
is
which is less than matlu.

a.r

.Lota is a small pot, whose height is 8" or
6" and the diameter of the mouth is 4". The
mouth is circular. The body is circular and
the bottom is round. It is used for keeping
water.

Kalashi is another type of pitcher whose
neck is shorter than khuja. Its mouth is
L ound and the body is oval.
These articles are used by the children
as play materials.

Mangri is also a small pot whose height is
8" and the diameter of mouth is 3". It also
looks like lota. The body is round. It is used
for preparing buttermilk.

Kundi is a flower pot. There are many
var.ieties of flower pots prepared by the
artIsans-round, square, rectangular hexagonal and octagonal. The size of th~ flower
pot also differs in different varieties. In the
case of all flower pots the mouth is bigger
and graduallv tapermg at the other end.

Surhai is a common pot for keeping
water during the summer season. It has a
long neck and a small mouth. The body is
round and there is a base. The height varies
from 10" to 14".
Ramakra is a composite utensil used as a
play material by the children. Following are
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:rhe filte~ is a .barrel shaped water contamer havmg a lid. Sometime a tap is fitted at th~ bottom for taking out water. The
filter may be of different size like 10", 12",

14" etc., in height. The mouth is circular
Sometime at the outer surface of the bottom, three legs are present at definite distance from each other; structurally these are
nothing but three projected portions.

Ghera is the vessel stand. It is a circular
ring having three raised knobs situa!ed ~t
definite intervals. The top of the rmg IS
quite thick so as to give extra support to
the pot and as well as to the knobs. The
height is 2" and the diameter at the top is
about 6".
Galla is the money box where money is
kept as a saving. The body of galla is like
'a ball having a raised knob at t~e to,!?
There is a rest at the bottom. Th~re IS a ~ht
opening, through which the cams are mtraduced.
Jug is a newly introduced earthenware
prepared by one master craftsman.. It has
two parts-main body . and .the lId. The
body is round and prov~ded With. a handle.
The mouth is nearly Circular With a projected cup like part, at one end. The. nec.k
is long and narrow. The length of t~e Jug IS
10" The diameter of the mouth IS about
41 '; the cross-section of the neck is 2~", the
c~oss-section of the body is 8" and the diameter of the base is 5". The body and ~he
neck are designed by means of etchmg
A pair of lines are etched at the top ax: d
another pair of lines are etched at a diStance from the former. In between these
two pairs of lines designs of two curved
lines are etched. Similar design is also
found in the body of the lid. The lid is
conical shaped having a knob at the top.
The height and diameter of the__ lid are 2~"
and 4" respectively.
Goumukhi khuja is a decorative pitcher
having the shape of a spout as the face of
a cow. It has also two separate parts,
namely, body and lid. The main body is lOf'
in height. The mouth is circular. The neck
is short and narrow. From the neck the
body buldges out and is circular in ~hape.
The cross-section of the body at maximum
point is 10". On one side of the neck,. a
spout resembling the face of a cow. wlt.h
two ears is visible. The handle whwh IS
circular is fix'2d on the opposite side of the
spout. The conical shaped lid is 3r' in
height having a long knob at the top. The
diameter of the mouth of the lid is 5". It is
used for storing water and pouring in a
tumbler whenever necessary. Since much
workmanship is needed, this is used by the
people of wealthy class.
Kothi-It is also another type of filter.
Two shapes art" ('ommon and prepared by

artisans. One which is big is barrel shaped,
but the width gradually increases from top
to bottom. At the bottom there are tripods
and near the bottom there is a opening for
fitting the tap. The height of a big kothi is
18" and the diameter at the top and the
bottom are 7" and IJr' respectively. The
small kothi is 10" in height and the diameter at the top and the bottom are 5" and
7" respectively. In the case of small kothi
there is a small neck. Two handles are
fitted at the middle in both cases. The lid
is conical.

Dia-It is the common earthen lamp. It
is a small pJate whose side is raised.
3.2 DeSigns and decorative motifs found
on different articles
DeSigns on the painted pots appear to be
mainly geometrical and naturalistic. The
designs are often simple and are drawn in
a definite order. Straight line is the simplest form of design. It is horizontal or
vertical or diagonically represented or
combinations of all these designs. It is also
combined with many more complex designs
as well.
Wavy lines are also common and may be
painted between a pair of horizontal lines.
Loop patterns-The continuous looped
lines closely, bordered by a pair of straight
lines are a common feature.
Diamond pattern is also drawn one after
the other.
Generally the designs are found in white,
ped and green colours. Again in some religious pots the paintings are made and in
no case the black colour is used.
3.3 Nature of use and occasion of use of
different articles with different designs
There is no such thing like a particular
design over a particular article which
again is specialised for being used during
ceremonial occasion or daily use. It is the
article which is taken into consideration.
The common articles like matka, filter,
8urhai, matla, handi, etc., are u~ed in daily
use, for storing water, grain, cooking, etc.
Surhai with paintings of white and green
colours are used during marriage. During religious ceremonies the earthen lamp is used.
3.4 Quantity and price of articles
The potters of Kumbharwada in most
cases do not sell their products directly to
the consumers. The Kumhars are poor
people and they don't have sufficient money
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to open shops at different parts o~ Bo~bay.
The colony where they are .staymg IS not
convenient for the prospectl:,~ bu~ers to
visit because of lack of amemtles, distance
from different areas of Bombay and other
reasons. The bulk of the sale, therefore,
takes place through middlemen, wh? do
not belong to Kumha'r caste. These mIddlemen have invested money and opened shops
at different places of Bombay. The earthenwares are purchased by them in bulk from
the potters and sold to the consumers
through these shops.
The difference between the price at
which the potters seU their wares to the
middlemen and that at which the latter
sale to the consumers is quite considerable.
But the potters cannot. help it: They require
quick turnover of their avaJlable meagre
capital that they have invested in the craft
and they cannot afford to wait. To some
extent, therefore, the middlemen se~ve as
the financiers of their craft. There IS also
a cooperative society; but its capacity ~o
meet the requirements of the craftsmen IS
rather limited. Sometimes, the potters try to
dispose of their wares by peddling; but this
does not happen very frequently.
Some particulars, showing the difference
between the wholesale and the retail prices
are. furnished below:
Matka is a common article purchased by
the consumers. The retail prices for 10",
12" and 14" height of matka are Re. 0.75,
Re. 0.87 to Re. 1.00 and Re. 0.90 to Rs. 1.25
per piece respectively; whereas the wholesale pit'ices of the above are Re. 0.50,
Re. 0.75 and Re. 0.80 to Re. 1.00 per piece
respectively. The retail price of earthen
lamp (dia) varies from Rs. 8.00 to Rs. 15.00
per 1,000. Whereas the wholesale price
varies from Rs. 4.00 to Rs. 10.00 per 1,000.
The retail and wholesale prices of filter for
12" and 14" sizes without tap are Rs. 1.25
to Rs. 1.50 and Rs. 1.75 to Rs. 2.00 per piece
respectively. The retail pa:ice of filter of 12"
size with tap is Rs. 2.50 to Rs. 3.00 per piece.
The wholesale price of the same is Re. 1.00,
Rs. 1.25 and Rs. 2.50 respectively. The retail
price of a matla is Re. 0.87 to Re. 1.00 per
piece and the wholesale price of the same is
Re. 0.75 per piece. Galla, dhupdani, ramakra
and ghera are sold in wholesale and their
prices are Rs. 4.00 per 100, Rs. 8.00 to
Rs. 10.00 per 400 pieces and Re. 0.13 per
pliece respectively. The big and small jugs
and kothis are sold both in retail and wholesale. The retail and wholesale prices for 12
pieces of big jugs are Rs. 21.00 and Rs. 18.00
respectively; the corresponding prices for 12
pieces of small jugs are Rs. 12.50 and Rs. 9.00
respectively. The wholesale and retail prices

per dozen of big kothi are Rs. 72.00 ~nd
Rs. 100.00 respectively. The correspondmg
prices per dozen of small kothis are Rs. 36.00
and Rs. 50.00 respectively. The wholesale.
and retail prices of per dozen of gaumukh~
khuja are Rs. 13:50. and Rs. 18.00 respectively. Mlangn. ~s sOld. at whol~sale
price only and it is Re. 0.25 p~r plec~.
Surhai and lata are sold both.m re.taIl
and wholesale rates and theIr pnce~
are as follows. The retail prices of Sur hat
having 10", 12" and 14" of height are Rs.
60.00, Rs. 75.00 and Rs. 95.00 to. Rs. 100.00
per 100 pieces. The wholesale pnces of the
same are Rs 40.00, Rs. 50.00 and Rs. 6~.OO
respectively. The retail prices of lata havlllg
6" and 8" sizes are Rs. 13.00 and Rs. 15.00
per 100 pieces respectively whereas the
wholesale prices of the same are Rs. 10.00
and Rs. 12.00 respectively. The flower pot
(kundi) are manufactured in different sizes
and shapes and these are sold in retail and
wholesale prices as well. The wholesale
prices of round flower pots are Rs. 150.00
per 100 with 20" height, Rs. 125.00 per 100
with 18" height, Rs. 100.00 per 100 with 16"
height, Rs. 90.00 per 100 with 14" height,
Rs. 7Qi.00 per 100 with 12" height, Rs. 60.00
per 100 with 10" height, Rs. 40.00 per 100
with 8" height, Rs. 30.00 per 100 with 6"
height, Rs. 20.00 per 100 with 4/1 height and
Rs. 12.00 per 100 with 3" height. The wholesale prices of hexagonal flower pots are
Re. 0.75 per piece with 8" height, Re. 0.87
per piece with 10" height and Re. 1.00 per
piece with 12" height. In case of rectangular
flower pots, the wholesale prioes are Re. 0.75
per piece with 8" height, Re. 0.87 per piece
with 10" height and Re. 1.00 per piece with
12" height. The retail prices of flower pots
having different sizes and shapes exceed
Re. 0.25 and Re. 0.40 more in each article
tha_n the wholesale prices.

3.5 Particulars of consumers
Kumharwada, is not the only centre of
pottery in Bombay City. There are other
centres where ,the Kumhars are engaged in
pottery work. They supply the needs not
only of Bombay City, but also of the surrounding area.
3.6 Consumer's preferenoe
The middle and low income groups usually purchase the articles which are low in
cost and it serves their purposes as well,
whereas the high income group go for arti-,
cles which are costlier. Money is the main
criterion in choosing the articles, for
instance a person belonging to low or middle income will purchase either a surhai or
a low priced filter for storing water, whereas a person belonging to the high income
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group opt for high priced kothi, gaumukhi
khuja and filter. The low priced articl-e like
maltighat, handighat, handi, etc., are purchased by the low and middle income group
reople only. The people of the high income
group generally purchase metal wares rather
than clay wares.
But there is a difference in the demand
of the goods of the potters, according to the
type of the object. Except for pots for preserving drinking water, other type of pots
have little demand among almost all sections of the people; in place of the brittle

earthen pots they like to have metallic pots.
Only those who cannot afford to purchase
metallic pots purchase earthen ones. For
storing drinking water, however, earthen
pots are preferred, because water remains
cool in earthen pots.
In contrast to pots, flower vases, fruit
bowls, decorative lamI1 stands, etc., are purchased by the people of higher income
groups; in fact, it has become fashionable to
decorate the drawing room with objects of
traditional medium but with. new form and
new purpose.

CHAPTER IV

RAW MATERIALS, TOOLS AND EQUIPMENTS AND TECHNIQUES AND STAGES
OF PRODUCTION
U Name and dimension of referent article
Water jar or filter is .one of many articles
produced by the potters of Kumbharwada~
The shape of the jar is like' a barrel. It has
got two separate parts-main bod.y and the
lid. Water jars of different sizes are available. Let us take a jar whose height of the
main body is about 14" and the diameter at
the middle is about g". The diameter at the
mouth is about 6" and at the bottom about
7". At the lower surface of the bottom there
are three projected portions situated nearly
equidistant from one another. These serve
as the legs of the jar. Again two types of
jars are found, one without cock and the
other with c,ock. In the referent article the
cock is not fitted. The mouth. of the jar is
round and is covered by a lid. The lid has
a knob at the top'.
(a) Main raw material

Clay is the main raw material. There are
many varieties of clay depending upon its
texture, composition and colour. The suitability ,of clay is adjudged by the p,otters
taking into consideration all the three
factors. The different types of clays are as
follows-sandy clay, black clay, red clay.
marls, hard clay, soft clay and so on. That
clay is adjudged to be the best by the
potters which is thought to be plastic in
nature. Usually greyish clay is used by the
artisans. But potters who are manufacturing some sophisticated varieties of pot, use
white clay. Clay is purchased in the form
of lumps.
Kumbharwada' potters purchase the clay
from the sellers who bring clay mostly in:
bullock cart or sometime in a lorry. Sellers
who come to sell the clay bring the same
from, Belgaum, Kalima, Mawal, Seuri and
Chembur areas. The price of the clay varies
from R~. 5.00 to Rs. 7.00" per bullock cart.
The variation of price takes place because
of the season. During the summer, the price
is high whereas during the lean seaSQn it is
low.
There are other varieties of clay which
are used for manufacturing a few sophisticated earthenwares, namely, gaumukhi
khuja, jar, etc., and these are known as ball
clav, chikkani mitti or polished clay. The
ball clay is obtained from Kalima Co-op erative Society and its price is Rs. 7.00 per 50

kilos and chikkani mitti is obtained from
Kalima a1).9. Co-operative Society and its
price is, Rs. 1.00 per 8 baskets of clay. The
payment is made usually by cash, but som~
time it is purchased on credit also. The credit
facility depends upon the relationship with
the consumer and seller.
(b) Subsidiary raw materials

For producing clay objects the potters
besides using clay as the main material also
use ash, husk, colour, willow dust, tin
sheets, etc. The materials which are use? by
the potters of Kumbharwada are descnbed
in details below:
Straw and Ash
Pottery craft depends upon the geological
resources available in the nearby areas. Clay
which is available at nearby areas are collected and the potters have to depend upon
the quality of the clay' available locally.
They cannot obtain the best quality of clay
available in far away places, because in that
case the cost of articles will go high. Since
ordinary clay products are not much durable, the price should not be high. The consumers cannot afford to pay high price.
Thus in order to make the locally available
clay serviceable and good, the potters add
tempering material like straw and ash.
These ingredients bring more plasticity to
the clay.
Finally, chopped straws are available to
the potters at Dharavi and Karakitha. The
price of the material varies from Re. 0.25 to
Re. 0.50 a medium sized basket.
Ash is obtained by the potters themselves
from their own kiln. This is used as a tempering material. This is mixed with clay
while kneading process takes place to bring
more plasticity to the clay.
Colouring material
In giving the colour too the pots, p,otters
use many varieties of vegetable colours and
ochres when needed. The following colours
are ~enerally used by the potters-red,
black, white, gre~n, yellow, etc.
Red ochre is used by the Dotters for
colouring the pots and it is obtained from
the Co-operative Societv. The pril?e varies
from Rs. 1.50 to Rs. 4.00 a maund, according tQ thl} quality of the colour.
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Black colour, which is used in the referrent article, is also purchased from :he
society in the form of lump. The price of
the same is Re. 1.00 a kilo.
Brown colour is purchased from the grocery snap situated very near the colony and
the price is Re. 0.12 for a pinch£ul of quantity.
Gold colour is also used by the potters
and the price is Rs. 25.00 pe,. maund, The
potters, of course, purchase the same in
small quantity and from the shops situated
very near the colony.
The cost of the blue colour is Re. 0.25 a
small quantity and this is also purchased
from the shops situated very near the
colony.
Willow dust

Willow dust is used by the potters of
Kumbharwada as fuel fo.r baking pots.
Since willow dust is available in abundance
because of presence of many textile mills
in Bombav City, the potters have considered
it as a fuel. It can be considered an innovated use of the material in the craft.
Usually' the textile mills ask for the
tender for selling of willow dust from the
party. The society gives the tender and if
the tender is approved the delivery is taken.
As the society has a large sum as capital,
they purchase willow dust in bulk. But th.e
poor potters do n:Jt have large sum as capItal. So they have to depend wholly over the
society. The price given by the individual
potters for purchasing of willow dust from
the society is Re. 0.37 per bag. The payment
made to the society by the potters depends
upon the relationship of the individual with
the SOCiety.

Tin sheet
RectangUlar tin sheets are required by the
individual potters for covering the pots
while baking. These aI'e obtained from
Darukhana and Seuri. The price of the same
is Rs. 15.00 per cwt.

Round tin sheets having a big hole in the
middle are also required by the potters
while baking the pots; These are also obtained from Darukhana and Seuri and the
price varies from Re. 0.50 to Re. 0.75 per
piece.
t2 Tools and equipments
Pottery craft needs a handful of tools for
carrying out the production process. Kumbhanvada potters are not exception to that.
Excepting modern wheel which has recently been acknowleqged by one potter, aU
l

other tools and equipment are of traditional
type. All the tools and implements used by
the potters are manually operated and not
mechanically operated, Even the modern
wheel which is owned by one potter is
manually operatetl.
An inventory of the tools and equipment
found in different workshops is furnished
below:
Tools with locai names

No. uf
workshops
possessing

2
-----~

Hessian cloth (ghur,i)
Iroll slices or knife (Chltri)
Sian (ehaLni)
..
Hoc (pkowm)
..
Pick & mathook (Iirkarui)
Wooden hoe (p/wwri)
..
Wheol of wood &; cla.y (ch~k) "
Wheel of Cement (ch<tkl
Wheel of stone (ckak)
WheEl-modern ("~aJ.:)
Pivot (adal, Ropti, kRill
..
..
..
BambD? or wooden turning ftick (llaki, 1m, sabalrarm)

Cutter (dar;)

......

Mop (nan eta}
Anvil (piMa)

.

•

10
10

10
10
2

1
10
4,

2
1
J0

10
10

IO
10

..
Dabber (tap/a)
••
"
Tin drum (wkhlln.ki.paili)
Wooden plank (palla)
Shaver (nakJw,)
.•
"
Mould made of wood (fOfma) . . . .
Mould made of aluminium (f<7f'raa)
"
)10uld made of ga.!v1lllized sheet (forma)
Shaper (Man)
....
Polishing tool marle of fruit (knkacli) . .
Tm bowl (taga.ri) . •
•.
Earthen pot (katora)
Bucket
Brush (t",;)
..
..

10
3

Pab.ting bMe made of cloth (nir)
..
Painting bafe made ofhorbn pot (IImnlla)
Engraver-wonoen (firki)..
"
Engraver-broken gla'8 pieoo..
Bamboo b••ket
.•
••

3
:I
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
4
1
1
10
It)
2
]I)

Hessian cloth
A hessian pi.e~e is used by the potters as
a c~oth at the tIme of the kneading process.
It IS also used as a cloth for covering the
prepared clay so' that it is not dried. BeSIdes when a potter makes kundi on mould
he spreads the clay Or, the hessian, so as t~
prevent foreign material being mixed up.
All the 10 workdlOp owners are possessing
hessian pieces. The length and breadth of
the piece varies from workshop to workshop,
and the potters purchase the same cloth
from :he shop accQrding to their requirements.
The approximate poice is Rs. 1.50 a piece
of cloth, which is 4 ft. in engih and 3 ft. in
breadth.

·PLATE X

A-Hoe is used for breaking clay lumps as weM as lifting of clay

B-Pick and mattock

•

C-i-The pivot
ii-Wooden dabbers
iii-Anvil made of stone or cement
iv-Bamboo piece for smoothening the outer surface
v-Thread for cutting pot from clay lump
vi-Iron tool for cutting
vii-Wooden h.andle for rotating the wheel
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•
PLATE XI

A-Potter's wheel

•

B-Modern \vheel
32
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Slicer

Slicer is a tin nr.plement used by the
potters. It has got a blade only whose
length is 3 fl. and breadth is 1 ft. Locally
it is known as churL This is used to cut
the lump of clay and as well as for sorting out of foreign particle while slicing the
same. If a thick piece of tin with a somewhat sharp edge is obtained by the potter,
the same is used as slicer. It is not purchased from any shop but obtained from
scraps without any payment.
Sieve
For sifting of clay, a sieve with wire
mesh is used by the potters of Kumbharwada. There is another type of sieve which
has got much finer mesh. This is used for
sifting ash. The sieve has got wooden
sides. The price uf the sieve for clay sifting yaries from Rs. 10.00 to 15.00 and that
for ash varies from Rs. 2.00 to 5.00. The
sieve is obtained from hardware shops
present in Dharavi area and other areas of
Bombay City.

Hoe
The hoe has got two parts-one is an iron
blade and the other is a wooden handle.
One end of the wooden handle is fixed with
a hole of blade. The main blade is made of
iron and has got a straight cutting edge.
The price of each hoe is Rs. 5.00 The hoe
is also obtained from the hardware shop
situated in Dharavi area and other arcas of
t his city. All the potters possess a hoe.
Once purchased, it lasts for a long time. It
is used for sifting of clay, breaking clay
lumps. drawing of clay and many other
purposes.
Pick and Mattock
This is used to cut clay lump. It has got
two parts-the iron blade and the wooden
handle. The wooden handle is fixed in the
socket of the blade which is present at the
middle. The blade has two working endsone on each side. One end is pointed and
is used for piiercing and the other end is
used for cutting. Locally it is known as
tirkani. Only two -potters are possessing it
and the price of the same is Rs. 10.00.
Wooden scraper-cum-spade
Only one potter is possessing the same.
This is used for cutting. It is a simple tool
and made of wood. This is llsed for digging
clav. This was purchased from a carpenter
and the price was paid Rs. 2.00 only.
Wheel
With reference to the materials used
there are fOUl" different types of wheel

among the potters of Kumbharwada. The
traditional wheel is made of wood and clay.
The other two types are made of black stone
and cement. The fourth type of wheel is <\
modern one. where the main disc is made of
iron. The detail descriptions are given below.
But according to the construction, the
three kinds of wheel namely, clay and
wood, stone and cement can be called
socketed wheel. It is known as socketed
wheel because on the underside of the
centre there is a socket. The pivot is made
separately. Again the wheel which is made
of clay and wood, is also spoked, i.e., it has
got eight spokes radiating from the nave.
This wheel with wood and clay has got
a wooden nave at the middle The nave is
prepared separately and the radiating
spokes were joined by mean of· mortised
grooves. The felloe is formed by thin bamboo splits and then it is covered by clay
mixed with chaff and hair. The stone socket is fixed on the .underside and at the
cenil'e of the nave portion. The pivot which
is also made of wood' is fixed by mortise
joint over a wooden block. The quality of
wood which is used for manufacturing
wheel and pivot, is very heavy and hard.
Nave: spokes and pivot are manufactured
by the local carpenters residing in Dharavi
area. The felloe is manufactured by the
potters themselves. The cost of one wheel
varies from Rs. 10.00 to Rs. 20.00. Out of
the 10 workshops studied. Nine workshops
are posse~ill(! this type of wheeL Altogether
twelve wheels are owned by them.
The stone and cement wheels are manu·
factured from the masons who are residing in Dharavi area. In case of stone, big
stones are taken and then with the help of
tools, the required shape and size are given.
The sock"t is also present on the other surfare of the block. The cost of stone wheel
varies from Rs. 30.00 to Rs. 35.00.
Stone chips alongwith cement and water
are poured over a wooden frame of required size and shape. In this case also the
socket is present on the under surface of
the block. The cost of the cement wheel
varies from Rs. 25.00 to Rs. 35.00.
Stone and cement wheels are possessed
by six workshops.
The modern wheel is owned by one Dotter. It is fitted over a wooden stool. The
nave is made of iron and is thin. An iron
rod is present. one end of which is fixed
on the underside of the iron nave and the
other end is fixed with a block of stone. In
order to rotate the main disc of the wheel
a free wheel with ball-bearing' is attached'
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on the iron rod, and a gear wheel _i~ attached in one corner of the table wIth F,":ddling attachment. The two wh~els are Jomed
by means of a chain. By turz:.mg. the paddle,
the gear wheel rotates whIch m turn r?tates the free wheel because of the cham
and then free wheel rotates the disc. A
very big stone disc whose diameter is
about 2'-6" and thickness ts 4" is! fixed at
the other end of the iron rod. This stone
disc keeps the balance of the main disc
and allows free rotation of the same.
The owner stated that about 4/5 years
back the same was manufactured from
different sources and fitted by him with
the help of other persons. He had spent
Rs. 180.00 for it.
Turning stick

A long wooden or bamboo. piece is used
as a turning stick for rotatmg the wheel.
The length of the stick is about 3' or more.
It can be obtained without any payment.
Cutter
A chord is required to detach

the pot
from the clay. It is about 4' in length. The
price of the chord is negligible. It lasts for
a pretty long time.

Mop
The mop consists of a piece of cloth dipped in clay water and is used for smoothening the pot while the same is on ~he wheel.
A small piece of cloth IS obtamed from
the respective households.

Dabber
Dabber is a wooden tool having two
parts-handle and working end. It is like
a small bat. The handle is round and small
and the bat is oval or circular shaped. Dabbers 0f different sizes are found. The main
function of the tool is to enlarge and smoothening the surface of the tool.
Local carpenters according to the specification of the potter manufacture the
same. The price of the same varies from
Re. 0.50 to Rs. 1.50 per piece. The dabber
lasts for about 3/4 years and then replaced.
Each workshop is having- about 5/6 dabbers,
Tin drum
Tin drum is used as a beating stand. It
is a long drum made of tin whose height
will be about 4 feet. Tin drum is obtained
from the junk dwellers living in the same
locality. The price of the same varies from
Rs. 4.00 to Rs. 6.00.
Wooden plank
'Wooden plank is used as a beating base
by the potters. The plank whose length
will be 2' and breadth l' is placed over the
tin drum.
_
It is obtained from the carpenter. The
price of the plank varies from Re. 0.50 to
Re. 1.00.

Pot
Baked clay pot is also used as beating
base by the potters. The size of clay pot
vari·es. The potters manufacture themselves
this type of pots.

Beating tools

Mould

After completing the work at the wheel,
the potters work with .be~ting tools for
subsequent processes. ~hIS IS done for el!-larging and smoothemng the pots. Anvil
and dabber are the most important tools
for the beating process.

There are certain types of pots manufactured by the potters with the help of a
mould. The main mould made pot is
kundi.

Anml
The anvil which is used by the r:ot~ers
of Kumbharwada has got t~o distInct
parts. The rear end is small and ~s used f~r
holding the same and the workmg e~d ~s
big. The working surface of the anVIl IS
convex. The anvil may be made of clay or
stone. The clay anvil is made by .potters
themselves and later on the same is baked.
Granite stone is used by the stone cutter
for manufacturing stone anvils. The length
of the anvil tool is about 4" or less and the
diameter of the working surface vari~s
from 2" to 3". The price of the stone anVil
varies from Re. 1.00- to Rs. 4.00. Each workshop i'l having about 5/6 anvils,

In Kumbharwada-, three different moulds
were found-wooden, aluminiUm and galvanized.

It has already been said that the main
body of mould is made of wood, aluminium
and galvanized. The faces of the mould
varies, i.e., it may be rectangular, hexagonal
or octagonal. The faces are joined with one
another by means of hinges. The two ends
are open and it can be closed by means of
attachment-either by a screw or by introducing a naH through it.
The wooden mould is made by the local
carpenter and the price of the same is
Rsi. 25.00. The aluminium and galvanised
moulds are purchased from the market and
the prices are Rs. 75.001 and Rs, 30.00 respectively.
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MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS
Shaper

A half piece bamboo is used for thinning
the wall of the pot. It is made locally and
no price is paid for the same.
Shaver

It is locally known as nakha. Bent tins
having a long handle and narrow necks
bent at right angle of the handle is used
as a shaver. It is made by the potters them
selves from a tin sheet.
Engraver

Wood and glass materials are used for
engraving. A broken ceramic piece with a
sharp edge is also used. Besides, incised
rollers made of circular wood fixed on a
circular wooden handle by means of a
nail are used as engraver. The same is purchased from the carpenter and the price is
Re.O.25.

Seals

Various types of seals are used by the
and these are made of baked clay.
The impression of the mark is given over
the pot when it is leather-hard. The mark
of the seal usually contains the symbol or
design which the potters want.

pot~ers

Polishing tools
Wild fruit seeds are used which is locally
known as kakach as polishing material.
Over a long thread, the seeds are inserted
and a garland is prepared. The seeds are
purchased from the market. The price of
the seeds for making one garland varies
from Re. 0.20 to Re. 0.37.
Pots
Some pots are used by the potters while
working over the wheel. These are needed
for keeping water. The potter after dipping
his hand in water and making it wet can
shape the pot with ease. Broken pots, tin
bowl, bucket, etc., are used for keepin'g
water. These are also used while applying
slip over the pots. Slip water is kept and
then aplPlied ovet the pot, by dipping a piece
of cloth. Broken earthen pots are manufactured by the potters themselves. Tin bowls
and buckets are purchased from local markets. The price of the form is Re. 0.50 and
the price of the latter varies from Rs. 2.00
to Rs. 5.00.
Painting base
Painting base is needed while painting
the same. In case of surhai an earthen base
is required and in tHe case of matka a seat
made of cloth is used. In both the cases no

price is paid. In the first case potters themselves prepare the same. In the latter a
big cloth, usually a saree or dhoti is used
as a cushion.
Painting brush

A small bamboo whose one end is beaten
is used as a brush. The fibres of the bamboo
serves as a brush. No money is paid.
Bamboo basket

Basket made of bamboo is used for carrying things, specially clay. The price is Re. 1.00
and purchased from local persons.
Pot sherds

Small clay props are required for supporting the vessel on the ground layer of
the kiln.
4.3 Workshop

The workshop where the potter works is
a part of the p!I'emise which he occupies as
his living house. The front room is used as
a workshop. The rooms of the house are
situated one after the other. The size
of the rooms depends upon the occupied
area of the residential house.
The roof is made of C.r. sheets or tile or
tin sheets. The super structure of the workshop is made of wood. The wall is made of
bricks or tins or thick board. The floor is
made of mud. In some houses wooden
door is provided. In some others, doors
made of tin are used and in some houses
only hessian clothes are hung from the
top which serVe as door as well. Besides
using as workshop the front room is used as
the living room too. Because of insufficient
light inside the workshop, the work which
needs good amount of light is done very
near the entrance. Clay and other raw materials are kept in one corner of the room; in
other parts the prepared pots are kept for
drying. If there is space, the finished pots
which are ready for sale are also stored in
one corner of the room.
Besides the front room the open space in
the front as well as at the back of the house
are also used for carrying out production
processes. Durmg summer and winter seasons the artisans work outside, where there
is enough space to continue the work. Also
the pots are kept outside for drying under
the sun; the finished products are also
stored outsid~. Besides, there are many processes in pottery craft like levigation,
sieving. drying of clay as well as· pots,
baking, etc. which arr done outside only.

PLATE xli

Potter is examining the clay
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PLATE XIII

Clay lumps are broken and carried
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PLATE XIV

Levigation is being done
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PLATE XV

Clay water is sieved
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PLATE XVI

Dried clay is taken away from the pit
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PLATE XVII

Ash is added as t emperi ng m aterial
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PLATE XVIII

A- Kn eadi ng is done b y both the feet

B-A po tter is kneading the clay and preparing clay balls
w hile enjoying hooka h .
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PLATE XIX

Throwing of clay ball over the wheel
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PLATE XX

A- A potter is en gaged in wheel work

B-With his left hand pottc;r is shaping the clay
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The pot is being prerared in the wheel
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PLATE XXIi

A- Smo0th cn ing the outer surfac e
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B- The pot is cut with the help of a thread
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PLATE XXIII

fl.-Th e bearing pi'ocess

_ -

B-The potter is enlarging the pot
with a dabber and a stone anvil
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PLATE XXIV

Engraving the body of a filter
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PLATE XXV

Smootkning (h e lowe r raJt (If a fi lte r
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PLATE XXVI

A-Fixing the l egs of a filt er

B-Preparing the lid of a filter in the wheel
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PLATE XXVII

Female potters are engaged in applying of slip and polishing
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U Organisation of work

Cleaning

Pottery craft, though can be don~ singly
by person, yet as it. is a household mdustry
of the potter's famlly, all the !ldult members join hand in the productlOn pr?cess.
In this connection it may be mentlOned
that females do not work on wheels. In the
other processes the females also participate. But the processes which require heavy
physical labour, are done only by the male
members of the household.

Clay lumps are at first pulverised with
the help of a spade or wooden mallet.
While breaking clay lumps the larger foreign particles are taken out whenever they
are visible.

Ther~ are certain processes which are
done by more than one person, for the facility of work.
The clay after being purchased from the
sellers is transferred and the lumps are
broken by more than one person. This is
done in· order to complete the work as
early as possible. The operations like applying of sliD, polishing and painting, if
any, over the- pots are done sometime by
more than one person. These are also done
bv the craftsmen, in order to complete the
work as early as possible. Arranging of pots
in the kiln and accessories, taking away
baked pots storing, etc., are also done by
more than' one person for similar reason.
Thus, it is found that work groups are
organised for completing the work early.
Coordination of the work is done by one
of the elderly male potters and the persons
who help him are aware of their respective
duties. -

4.5 Techniques of operation
The potters of Kumbharwada are well
versed in preparing pots applying three distinctive techniques. These are wheel work,
beating and mould made processes. The
ab6ve mentioned three distinctive types
are not required simultaneously to manufacture a pot. While manufacturing one
type of pot~ wheel work and beating process are done. In another type of pot the
mould made technique is done. At Kumbharwada, the potters only prepare kundi
by mould made process.
The referent article whose techniques of
production will be discussed in detail is
manufactured by wheel-thrown and beating processes. Following are the stages of
production.

Preparation of clay
The clay after being obtained is not ready
for wheel work. The ability of potters not
only depend in shaping the pot but also
preparing of clay suitably. Cleaning, mixing and kneading are the main processes
which are needeq,

The pulverised clay is then taken to a
pit which is full of water. The levigation
process is then carried on by the labourer
during which clay is mixed thoroughly
with large quantity of water to form a
sludge. The resulting suspension of fine
particles is sieved and run off. The sifting
is done on an adjacent pit over a sieve
having a fine iron mesh. The sludge is then
allowed to be concentrated and dried until
sufficient water has been removed to en·
able the potter to handle· the same.
Mixing

The levigated clay after being dried at
the pit is taken home in baskets, buckets,
etc. The clay thus prepared is not ready
for pot making. The clay needs some impering material for improving the qu lity
of clay. If the temper is not added, the ots
pregared out of- it Will be brittle. Similarly
if the temper is added more than the quantity required, it loses its adhesivene.ss.
The potters being a skilled men in this art
know how much quaI"\tity of tempering
materials are to be add-ed. The proportion
of adding tempering materials differ· because of different qualities of clay available to them. Chaff and - ash are the chief
ingredients added as tempering materials.
The temper is carefully sifted and mixed
through the fingers and hands alongwith
water. Kneading
follows. this process
which facilitate the tempering material to
be mixed with clay thoroughly.
Kneading

The artisans knead clay both by hands
and feet. While kneading also they add
some amount of water and ash. This is done
in order to p~vent sticking of clay and
absorbing of water. The kneading is done
both by male and female folks. The chunks
are kneaded in the same way as dough is
kneaded.
.
The artisans slice the chunks of clay by
means of an iron or tin knife. This is done in
order to remove foreign particle from clay.
While kneading by means of hand the
foreign particles, if noticed are thrown
away.
After kneading the chunk of earth at
first by hand and then by foot, small balls
of clay are made for facility of work on
wheel. The wedging process· is done after
kneading. During this process the stiff but
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still plastic clay is taken and slapped one
over the other to remove air bubbles. The
presence of air bubbles will cause deformation during baking.
The small clay balls are now ready for
throwing process.

Throwing Process
Though there are other processess to
manufacture pots, yet throwing process is
considered to be primary where the art and
d€xterity of a potter is needed. He learns
the art from the very childhood from other
potters and later on masters through practice. During this process a' small clay lump
placed over the wheel undergoes changes
in shape and £orm by the adroit hands of a
potter which later takes the shape of a
beautiful pot.
At first the potter took a small ball of
clay. This clay ball is once again kneaded
by hands and a cylindrical ball is shaped
which is placed at the nave of the wheeL
The wheel is already placed over a pivot.
The potter then takes the stick and revolve
the wheel in anti-c~ockwise direction. The
momentum gained by the revolution of the
wheel by a' stick, makes the wheel to
rotate for some more minutes even after
stoppin~ of turning the wheel by means of a
stick. Now potter by means of his skin hands
which is time to time rinsed in water, give
the final shape of a pot. If he sees that the
momentum of the wheel has decreased, turns
the wheel again by means of a stick. For
smoothening the outer as well as inner surface, the potter uses his both hands. Sometime with the help of a piece of a cloth and
8J bamboo shaper, the outer surface is smoothened. The final stage of throwing on the
wheel is to cut the pot from the base and
remove. The cutting p'rocess is done by
means of a chord. The pot is removed and
kept aside.
The body and Hd of the filter is prepared
in the same way.
Beating
The filter thus made by the throwing
process has to be enlarged. This is done by
beating process. Over a tin drum the wooden
plank is kept. Ash is strewn -'over the
pJank to prevent the pot being stuck and
the pot is kept. The knob of anvil is held
by the potter in one hand and kept rest on
the inner surface of the pot and the handle
of dabber is held by another hand. 'I1he potter beats the outer surface of the pot by
the dabber and the correspondinj:( inner
surface is kept rest over an anvil. The beating is both heavy and light and it depends
1,lpon the form of the pot. The lower portion

of the pot is beaten heavily. This is. primarily done in order to enlarge the size of
the pot. Two types of dabbers are used. In
one case the dabber head is big and not
very much concave. This is used for beating heavily. The other dabber whose head
is small and the body is concave is used
for lighter beating. Time to time the artisan rinse both his anvil and dabber in
water which helps him to continue work
over the plastic-hard clay.
The lid of the pot is not beaten.

Finishing and Decoration
Engineer:ng and stamping
Some of the artisans engrave and stamp
over the body of filter. The engraving lines
are three ring marks near the mouth of
the filt::r. The engraving lines are done with
the help of a broken porcelain r;':·2ce. The
pointed working end is held and then the
artisans take a round himself. Three circularmarkings at a definite interval are done.
Similarly the artisan takes seal and press
the same over pl¥stic-hard clay. The seal
creates an impression OWl' the body of the
filter.
Fixing of leg

The artisan keeps the filter over the wheel
in a topsy turvy position. The filter is kept
over a cloth pad. The artisan with the help
of a scraper scrapes the edge of the bottom.
This is done when the wheel is in rotation.
The three legs are made taking three small
lumps of clay and fixed with hand· at the
bottom. This is d(lne v-hen the wheel is not
in motion.

Drying
The filter thus m::lde is kent for d"ying in
the shade and under the sun as well.

Slip
The pot is then coloured either with red or
black. The colours are mixed with water.
The slip thus made is applied over the
outer surface with a piece of cloth. This is
done mainly by the female potters.

Polishing
. The pots which are treated with slip a·re
needed to be polished. This is done in order
to give lustre to the pot.
The polishing is done by means of a garland of wild fruit kakach. There are four
rows in the garland. The four rows are
twisted and held by two hands by the
artisan. This is then rubbed over the outer
surface of the pot.

PLATE XXVIII

F emale pot te r is painting

PLATE XXIX

i
Both male and female potters are painting

PLATE XX

A potter is painting a surhai

PLATE XXXI

Spreading of clay over a; jute cloth for preparing a kundi by mould-made pro cess
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PLATE XXXII

A-Spreading of ash over clay with a broom-stick

B-Placing of mould over the clay
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PLATE XX.XlII

A- Folding the mou ld

B-Fixing tpe mould
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PLA"TE XXXIV
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'Preparing the upper portion of kundi

PLATE XXXV

Smoothening the inner surface
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PLATE XXXVI

The pots are kept outside for drying
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PLATE XXXVII

Potters are engaged in arranging pots in akiln
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PLATE XXXVIII

A-Potters are covering pots with tin sheets

B-Willow dust are strewn over the pots
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l'LATE XXXIX

Finished pots are stored
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Painting

Painting is not done. in filter. It is done
over matka and surhat The' c~lo~rs are
prepared and with the help of an mdigenous
brush the designs are made. The colours
used usually are white, red and green.
The white colour is used as a base of
other colours. The chalk is finely powered
and mixed with water. It is then app itd
with the help of a cloth. For preparing
green and red colours, alum, resin, sago and
powders of red and green are. use~. At first
alum resin and saga are boIled m water.
Then' red colour powder is mixed to prepare red colour. The horiz~ntal lines are
painted by keeping th.e khuJ~ over a rotating wheel. Other vertJcal desIgns are made
by hand only.
Drying
The pots having been treated with slip
polish and decoration are kept for drying.
This is done because at the time of baking
there may not be any crack in the body.
At first the pots are kept in the shade so
that the preliminary drying is over. If this
is not done, the pots may also get cracks
when exposed directly under the sun.
After the pots are dried in the shade, those
are kept under the sun ar,d turned time to
time for uniform drying. After the pots are
dried those are ready for baking.
Surhais are manufactured in two pi.eces
and then joined. The lQwer portion of
surhai which is upto the neck prepared by
throwing process. After manufacturing the
lower half by throwing process, the same is
beaten by anvil and dabber to give the
final shape. The upper half is also manufactured by throwing process which includes'
the elongated mouth and- some portion of
neck. Both the upper and lower halves are
joined together by means of hand.
Mould-made

Kundi (flower pot) which are square, rectangular, hexagonal and octagonal are
manufactured with the help of a mould. The
mould is locally known as forma.

The manufacture of a rectangular flower
pot is described below whose height, length
and breadth are 6I x1.6'x9".
At first on the ground a hessian cloth is
placed. Over it some finely powdered ash is
strewn. Clay ball is taken and spread
evenly keeping a uniform thickness over the
hessian cloth, keeping in view of the shape
and size of the mould. The uneven and
extra portion of clay is taken away with the
help of ,a tin knife. The inner surface of the
mould is then placed over the clay and rais-

ed. The hessian cloth is taken away. The
mould is then folded and the two ends are
fitted by means of a screw attachment. The
mou1d iSI then kept over a wooden plank
which in turn is kept over a tin drum. A
small lump of clay is taken and by m~a~
of hand an even sheet is prepared. ThIS IS
then placed at the bottom of the mould for
preparing the base of a flower pot. The same
is beaten by an anvil. The upper ed,ge of
flower pot prepared by taking ~ small b~ll
of clay and prepa.rin.g.a small.stnp out of ~t.
The small strip IS Jomed WIth the roam
body and then j:ressed with hand and dabber. The flower pot after completion is kept
in the shade for drying and then the mould
is detachcd from the body.
The methods of applying slip and drying
have already described.
•

is

Baking

The sun dried pots .though from a distance look to be finished pots yet those are
fragile and unserviceable. Only after bak-.
ing these are r~ady for consumers.
Though baking seems to be an easy process yet it is one of the most skilled processes. Unless the potters are aware of methods of arrangements,
uniform maintenance of xequired- temperature and distribution of heat, the pots will be damaged.
Even ignorance of one of 'thos~ methods
will bring a total loss to th~ potters.
The baking process practised by the potters I)f Kumbharwada is the open one.
There is no built-in-kiln as such. The pott·ers arrange the pots in the ground and
bake the same. So the term open process
has been given. There are only two built-inkllns present at Kumbharwada. One is
owned by an individual potter and the
other is owned by the Co-operative society.
The structure of the kiln and method of
baking will be discussed later on. At first
the most common method of baking practised by most of the potters is described.
The baking of pots is carried on in an
open space present between two rows of
huts or at the backyard or at the side. A
rectangular site is needed whose length and
breadth will be about 6' x 4'. Over the
site good amount of willow dust which is
used as fuel is strewn. The pots are kept
over a thick bed of willow dust after placing broken pots as rest. The pots are arranged in layers. 3/4 or more layers of pots are
arranged. The number of layers depend on
the size of the pots. The height of the pots
alongwith willow dust and tin sheets is
about 4'-2" to 5'. In between two layers of
pots, good amount of fuel is spread for even
baking of pots. At the top of last layer
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sufficient amount of fuel is strewn. The
pots are then covered with rectangular tin
sheets at the top and circular tin sheets
having a hole at the middle on all the four
sides. Fire is added from the bottom. The
baking of pots take 10/12 hours. The
maximum temperature is about 300' to 400°C
or more. UsuaLly the arrangement of pots is
done during the afternoon and the fire is
lighted after the arrangement. Only on the
morning of next day the kiln is open and
the pots are taken out.
The built-in-kiln is circular. It is made of
"ricks. Harji Bhagwan is the owner of the
modern brick kiln. He has received training from the Potterx Craft Centre, Bombay.
He is a mast·er craftsman in the area and
produces many sophisticated and modern
articles like, gaumukhi khJuja and other
white clay articles. He is also an employee
in a workshop where the pots are manufactured by jiggar jolly method. The workshop is located at Bombay and is privatdy
owned.
The kiln is circular in shape and its
height and diameter are .about 7' and 5'
respectively. About 1,5010 ;bricks were required for constructing the kiln. Harji
Bhagwan with the help of a mason has constructed the kiln. The shape, size and materials are planned by him. In the year
1959 the kilh was built. The outer layer
was done by red brick and the inner lining was done by fire brick. About 150 fire
bricks were consumed.
Near the base of the kiln there are small
holes through which logs are inserted. A
few feet above the ground iron bars are
fitted inside the kiln. This protects the pots
from coming into direct contact wih burning logs. The i.ron bars are fixed one after
the other, so that the gaps present between
two do not allow the pots to farl. Over
these iron bars, pots are arranged but rest
Qver pot sherds. There is a superstructure

made of C.L sheets rested over four wooden
poles on four sides. The maximum heat
that can be produced according to the informant is BOO°C.
The artisans stated there are both merits
and demerits in the open kiln and new
kiln. In the case of the former, the temperature is not uniform. So the baking and
colour are not uniform. Moreover, the temperature obtained is not high. While in the
case of the. latter, the temperature obtained
is high. But the pots which are placed near
the walls of kiln do not get proper heat and
thereby these are not properly baked. In
case of open process the depreciation value
of pots for some defects is more than that
in case of the new kiln.

4.6 Magico-religious performances

'

As noted earlier women are not allowed
to work on the wheels and also mensturating women are not allowed to touch
wheels.
According to one informant in early days
the wheel rotated all the time. But during
the Muslim rule, one police came and kept
his leg over it. Since then it stopped moving. All the Kumhars went to Lord Shankar, who are worshippers of Him. He asked
them to take the stick and with the help
of the same rotated the wheel. From that
day onwards a stick is used to rotate the
wheel. The wheel, stick and the chord are
held in high esteem. The chord is believed
to be the braminical chord of Lord Shankara. The wheel is never kept outside. The
left out clay over the wheel is not allowed
to be touched by any person, not belonging to the same family because there is' a
belief that others can perpetrate black
magic out of it.
The wheel is worsliipped on the second
day of Dewali festival. During this time
food is offered and an earthen lamp is
lighted near it.

PLATE XL

A --A female potter is carrying pots over a basket
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B-Pots are loaded in a hand-cart for being transported
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PLATE XLI

A-An inner view of a potter's room,
where raw material s are stored
and children also play

B-Pots an: also dried and stored in the
room where the potters live '
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CHAPT~:R

V

STORAGE, MARKETING AND TRANSPORT
5.1 S~rage
The finished pots aTe stored either in the
open space lying in the front and the back
of the residence or within the room which
is utilised as workshop. The open space
where sloring is done appears to be a huge
mass to a visitor to Kumbharwada. The
pots are kept one above the other, and it
looks like a pile of pots. Sometime the
he:i:ght of the stored pots rises to 9 to 10
feet or above.
The duration of storage of the baked
pots is short. Usually the potters maintain
advance contact with the different shopowners or contact them immediately after
producing the pots. Within a few weeks,
the finished pots are taken away by the
businessmen. Thus there is no trouble for
storing the finished pots at the house of the
potters for a few weeks.

5.2 Marketing
It has already been stated that poor potters of Kumbharwada have 'little capital of
their own. Hence, the marketing of the product is in the hands of others who have
opened shops in different parts of the city.
They purchase the finished products from
the potters and sell the same to the consumers. Only a negligible portion of the produce is sold either to the Cooperative Society

or directly to the consumers. In case of :-.aie
of articles directly to the consumers, some
of the members of the household carry the
~ots on his Cir her head and peddle in the
streets.
In many cases the craftsmen undertake
production on advance .order from the shopkeepers. AS'regards the Cooperative Society
almost always, the ~roduction is on order.
The sales. are mostly on cash payment.
Sometimes it is on credit also, depending
on the relations of the individual craftsmen
with the shopkeepers. As regards, the Cooperative Society. the tranf!actions take place
through complex adjustments in several
stage? The craftsmen normally get supply
of WIllow dust through the cooperative;
sometimes they obtain colour also from the
same source. They adjust the prices of the
sum against the finished products supplied
to the Cooferative Society.

5.3 Transport
Generally shop owners take the responsibility for cartage of the finished products
to his shop. As regards the cooperative
society, it being situated within the locality, the members carry the articles on their
shoulder or head and are riot required to
incur any expenditure on account of transport ..
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CHAPTER

VI

COST OF PRODUCTION AND LOSS OR PROFIT

surhai 10" height is placed below:

The cost of calculation varies from object to object. Here an attempt will be
made to estimate the same with reference
to surhai sized 10" height.

Main raw material (clay)
Cost of transport..
.•
.. .
..
Rental value of workshop..
•.
••
Wages paid to the employed labourers' (for car·
..
..
rying clay and kneading) . .
Cost of subsidiary raw materials and other
payments for processing •• . . •
••
Wage.value of the labour three family labourers
for 12 days, @ Rs. 2'50 per day

In making such estimate there are, however, a few limitations. The potters being
mostly uneducated do not maintain accounts of income and expenditure. Besides
most of the workers being family workers
it is very difficult to separate expenditure
on account of household consumption and
production function in such cases.

Rs.
72·00

Nil
Nil
35·00
43·00
90·00
240·00

The wholesale price for 600 pieces of
surhai is Rs. 240.00. Thus the potter estab1ishment, as sluch does not earn any profit
out of the enterprise; but if even then it is
running, it is because, it provides employment to the members and among that they
would have earned as wage in case of empl:oyment outside can be considered to be
substitute of profit for the establishment.

Subject to the above limitations, estimated cost of production for 600 pieces of
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CHAPTER vrt
OUTPUT WITH REFERENCE TO THE INPUT FACTORS OF CAPITAL LABOUR
AND RAW MATERIAL
.
The average total. production in each establishment could not be calculated since
they ,do not keep any record. The .total production of the areas has been estImated to
be about Rs. 3,00,000 per year.

The fixed capital of the potters families
exist in the form of tools and equipment.
The approximate value of the same is about
Rs. 100.00 per establishment, and has mostly been obtained by inheritance in the
family line.

As mentioned earlier, there is seasonal
fluctuation in the intensity of work. During
the peak season an adult male remains
busy with the productive activities of the
craft for about 25 days in a month; and on
some of these days, he will put up 12 to
14 hours labour per day. During the rainy
season, a craftsmen would be lucky, if he
can work for 10 to 15 days in a month and
that too for six to eight hours a day on
an average.

The working capital is required for making payment for the raw materials ·obtained and for paying the hired labourers. The
amount of working capital in each establishment will be about Rs. 300.00. It is formed out of savings from the income generated through the routine production activities.
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CHAPTER

vnr

INSTITUTIONS CONNECTED WITH THE CRAFT
Cashier. Manager is the only person who
does not belong to the Kumhar caste
family; but all the other office bearers belong to the Kumhar caste.

8.1 Cooperative Society
The Cooperative Society was established
in the year 1949 but was registered during
1951. The name of the society is Prajapati
Sahakari Utpadak Mondal Ltd. The building where the society is located is within
the locality of Kumbharwada. The jurisdiction of the society is restricted to the
potters inhabiting and practising at Kumbharwada.

The activities of the society consist of
procurement of raW materials for the
members ct3 well as the production unit of
the society, running the production unit
and organising welfare activities at Kumbharwada,

The idea of starting a cooperative society
gained ground among the potters of Kumbharwada when they were facing acute
problems regarding fuel. Willow dust had
become a scarce object and they were at
the mercy of the merchants. Sometime they
had to pay high pTices for obtaining the
same. An incident had aggravated the
si:uaron and a direct confrontation came
about between the potters and the merchants. One day, a potter's child, while flying a kite, injured a merchant. This enraged the merchant who used abusive
words. The potters also got enraged and
took vengeance by beating the merchant
After this incident the merchant refused
to supply; willow dust to the potters. This
made the. potters also to unite among themselves. Harji Bhagwan, a noted craftsman
contacted two influential social workers,
Miss Prabha Shah and her sister Malti
Jhaveri. They advised them to start. a cooperative society. The craftsmen agreed to
their proposals, and opened the society.

. There is aJso a Sanskar Kendra, where
indoor games
h:{e carrom, card, etc, Besides there are a
library, a community radio and various
musical instruments. The Directorate of
Excise and Prohibition of Bombay contributed Rs. 500.00 towards the functioning
of the Kendra. The cooperative society also
sanctioned an equal sum out of the profits
for purchase of differmt types of equipments.
The society is also making contribu,tion towards the functioning of Nirmala Niketan,
Bombay-a med:cal centre, and a Montessari
School.

t~ere are arrangements for

As already mentioned the society obtains
in bulk clay, willow dust and slip materials, both for its workshop as well as the
individ~al mem~e~s. In the workshop of
the socIety. sop.hlstlcated clay objects, of
grey and bISCUIt or red colour are manufactured .. Among the important objects
prod~ced m the workshop of the society,
mentIOn may be made of the followingsmall and big vases, jugs, thalis,- kundi
(flower pot), wall vases, cutting dishes,
fruit bowls. filter, lamp shades and decorated. eart~en lamps, et~. Besides producing
certam artIcles, the socIety sometime take
contract from different shops and get the
same done through the potters of Kumbharwada.

The membership of the society is restricted to the potters and residents of Kumbharwada. The value of each share is
Rs. 10.00. In total 760 shares have been sold.
391 persons have enrolled themselves as
members and all are ordinary members.
The admission fee to become a member
of the society is Re. LOa only.

During the year of 1961-62, the society
earned a profit of Rs. 10,931.32 out of
which only Rs. 380.00 was distributed to
the members of the society as dividend.
During the year 1960-61, the society earned
Rs. 6,233.74 as profit and Rs. 379.00 was
divided to the members as dividend.

The affairs of the society is managed by
the potters and the elected representatives.
There are the following office bearersPresident, Vice-President, Secretary, in
addition to four members of the managing
committee. There is also a control committee consisting of President and two members. All these persons are elected. There
are two employees who look into the affairs
of the society and they are Manager and

The society also arranges training for the
craftsmen in improved technology in the
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craft. A number of persons of Kumbharwada
have received the benefit of the scheme.

8.2 Training-cum-produetion centre
The name of the above centre is Pottery
Craft Centre and is at present located at
Andheri area of Bombay City. The area of
operatiton of this centre is Maharashtra,
Gujarat, Mysore and Andhra Pradesh
Stat~. The centpe is affiliated to All India
Handicrafts Board. It started functioning

in 1952 but the Board took over the management during 1954.
Th~ scheme in this centre is to give
training to potters. In one year two batches receive training from the centre. The
duration of tl'aining is six months and in
each batch only four potters are selected
for training. But in 1962 only one person
received training; he came from Andhra
Pradesh.

CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION
In the preface, it has been observed that
But why the continuity of tradition in
the potter's wheel in a way symbolises the
modernity is not found in potter's craft?
epitome of human civilization. Perhaps as
An,d again why a rootless modern raises its
a starting point for synthesing the data
hydra head here and there? Or for the matthis is a valid observation. But on going
ter of that, why continuity or tradition and
through the different aspects of the craft,
modern is not found in case of most of the
its technology and economy, as well as the
ancient crafts of. the country?
way, of life associated with it, would it be
Perhaps one should seek the answer to
possible to say that the potter's craft in
those questions in the segmental character
Bombay reflects the cultural personality of
of. the ec~nomic. organisation, linked up
the city? Perhaps it does, and perhaps it dOes
WIth the hlerarchlCal character of the social
not. As one reaches the potter's colony after
organisation.
passing- through the crowded streets of BomThe segmental character relates to the
bay, with males and females in glamourous
dual contexts of commodity productiondress and with gala goods in the shops, one
one is guided by ritual role and role-excannot but be overwhelmed by a feeling- of
pectation; the other is guided by marked
anti-climax. The world of the potter's in
laws.
If there is demand for many of the
Bombay, is not the world that one sees in
crude products of the traditional potter it
the Marine Drive or Churchgate. But at the
is not merely because they are more ecdnosame time, perhaps it would be correct to
mical, but also because they are in "good
say that, the stagnation, the lack of growth
fit"
with ritualised consumphon pattern of
that one sees in the pottery craft, the shama hierarchically stratified society.
bles of atomised life that one feels in and
around the slum where the potters live,
This segmental character of the economy
represent' the inner reality of the life of
certainly proyides a sanctuary-to the'craIt;
the city. It reflects, the failure of the techbut then the craft eXIsts in a world of its
nical order of the urban life, to mobilise
own, which is centuries apart from the
the wisdom of mankind in a way, that it
living world all around.
brings happiness and light to many, and preOn ultimate analysis, the problem of the
vents squalor and darkness from invading
craft is that of buildfng the bridge across
their homes. This pervasive failure is also
the centuries. This bridge could have been
reflected in the failure of the craft to rise,
provided
by the emerbence of a class of
to the height of the spiritual and material
manufacturers, from among the craftsmen
needs of modern man.
t~emselves. But at Kumbharwada, this has
If modernization means synthesis of matesImply. not. happened and there is nothing
rial achievement and human dignity, one is
surpnsmg. m that. In Bombay, there is not
struck by the failure of the potter's craft
much eVldence of the emergence of indiat Kumbharwada to modernise itself. Per- . genous entrepreneurship in the industrial
haps here and there, one or two elements
and commercial fields. The entrepreneurial
of improved technology find a place in theit
role has been played by Gujratis, Kutchis,
manufacturing process, but in the totality
Parsees and others. It is possible that the
of the production complex, these seem to
politico-social history of Maharashtra has
be rather alien. The wind of change does
been an inhibiting factor. This part of the
not appear to have gone inside the home ::If
observation is, however, without any supthe potters.
portive data in the, present study. A more
integrated study, comprehending the econoIn Bombay there is aJ;1 elitist "art in inmic and socio-political history on the one
dustry" movement. It has reached the pothand
and the entire gamut of material culter's craft as well. But it is cqnfined to the
ture
on
the other, in the same canvass, is
avant-garde in the society. In a few sophis
called for.
ticated drawing rooms, one can find the results of the impatient play of their hands
From the observations made in this
with clay; but not the poise of culture. One
chapter, one should not, however, conclude
can imagine that, there would have been
that complete rigidity prevails in the strucan altogether diffpTent type of creation, had
ture of the craft. There is certainly some
the modernisatiMl. of the craft been carried
amount of rigidity as indicated here, and it
out, through the discovery of the roots of
has clamped creativity and resilient growth.
its modernity in tradition.
But there is also som,e amotm.t pf fluiqity
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and freedom. It is not without significance
that there is a family free circulation of designs and forms in the diverse pottery
objects, meant for altogether different'
types of use. This would not have been possible had. the manufacturin~ processes been
overwhelmed by ritual norms. It seems that·
at the primary level of the production complex, consisting of technique of manipula-
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tion of the raw material, it is the secular
world view which dominates; but at the
secondary level consisting social dimension
of circulation of product, it is the ritual
order which has considerable role everi'
now. And it foHows from this that the future of the craft would also depend considerably on the future of the relations of
this duality.
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